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Abstract
The research investigates the influence on the human body on a communication system.
To understand this, the effect of hands free kit (HFK) on energy absorption in the body
was investigated when operating a smart phone at 2G. Findings on the research are
given in the thesis report. Also, the influence of the way in which a phone is held on a
phone’s received power was investigated. The result was compared to that obtained
using a hand phantom acquired from SPEAG. This was to check if the hand phantom
best represents the human hand when using it in experiments. The setup for the
experiment was in an anechoic chamber at Loughborough University. The mobile
phone transmitted in the 2G system. In further experiments carried out on the body, two
antennas were attached to the body in six different orientations to receive power from a
source creating a Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) system. The antennas used were
monopoles mounted on a circular ground plane. These antennas were designed and
constructed with the influence of the body taken into consideration. The use of diversity
techniques to improve transmission to an on-body system is investigated with the
antennas on the body. For each alignment, the transmission to the on-body was
compared with the transmission to the corresponding off-body (free space).
Experiments for this work were carried out in three environments.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction

Building upon the work of the Centre for Mobile Communications Research at
Loughborough University, this thesis considers four important impacts of humans on
current mobile phone technology for 2G, 3G and 4G Systems. In brief, these are the
ways the body interacts with radio frequency radiation from mobile handsets; the effects
the human body has upon hands free kits when used close to humans; the levels of radio
frequency radiation in the hands of users and the improvement of the mobile channel
using selection combining in free space and on the human body.
Although there is a large body of research on antennas in general [1] the majority of this
has been for antennas in free space. Martin Cooper from Motorola, USA demonstrated
the use of the very first cellular telephone in 1973 [2] and since that date the study of
antennas close to humans has now began to dominate.
The main difference between antennas in free space and antennas close to humans is
that in use mobile communications devices require a transceiver in the hand, which at
popular mobile communications frequencies mean that humans close to antennas cause
a near-field effect. Electromagnetic (EM) fields have the property that at one distance
from the antenna certain characteristics will dominate whilst at another distance a
different set of characteristics will dominate.
Engineers separate field distance into three ranges, namely a far-field region that begins
at

2𝐷 2
𝜆

out to infinity. Here 𝐷 is the maximum overall dimension of the source antenna

and 𝜆 is the wavelength. It can be seen that 𝐷 (one size of the antenna) dominates the
start of the region.

Within about a wavelength of the antenna is the near-field region and between one and
approximately two wavelengths is the transition zone which is between the near-field
and the much more predictable far-field.
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The near-field can be further divided into a reactive region that is defined as from the
𝜆

antenna to 2𝜋 or 0.159 wavelengths and the radiative near-field region. Note that the
most popular mobile communications frequencies are between about 1GHz = 30cm
wavelength and 2.45GHz = 12.2 cm in wavelength.
Study of antennas in the near-field is much more complicated than the study of antennas
in the far-field. For example in the far-field, polarity [3] can be horizontal, vertical,
circular or elliptical but in the near-field all four can exist at once [4].
In the reactive near-field the relationships between the Electric and Magnetic fields may
be too complicated to predict analytically and therefore have to be measured whilst in
the far-field as they are easily predictable from the source. The reactive near-field has a
reactive component and couples strongly with humans.
Although the interactions between humans and mobile phones are common they still
provide a very challenging set of research questions for radio engineers.
Almost everyone, in the western world at least, owns/uses a mobile phone [5]. With the
inception of the Smart phone; 3G [6] and 4G [7] communication networks, making a
traditional voice call is no longer the primary function of the handset. Accessing
multimedia content now holds that spot [8].
Firstly, the interaction between the mobile phone and the user is investigated through
the use of wired hands free kits. This topic has caused controversy in the past because
of suggestions that using a wired hands free kit could actually increase the radiation
absorbed in the head [9] when compared to that absorbed when the phone is held
directly to the side of the head. The experiments concentrate on the measurement of the
specific absorption rate (SAR) in body phantoms. In this regard, SAR quantifies the
time rate at which RF energy is absorbed in a unit mass of tissue. The novelty of this
work arises from the use of a Smart phone and its associated modes of use.
Secondly, the effect of the user on the mobile phone’s antenna performance is
investigated. The impact the user’s hand has on the antenna performance is a critical
aspect that must be considered when designing a mobile phone. In this work, volunteers
have been recruited to test how real hands impact on the antenna’s transmission
capabilities. Variations caused by different hand sizes and locations, left and right hand
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combinations and finger jewellery have also been considered. Results are compared to
a hand phantom developed for industry standard over the air testing. The novelty of the
work arises from the use of real hands through a volunteer based study, the likes of
which has not been reported in the literature.
In the final part of the study, the thesis addresses the issue of improving the mobile
communication system performance. Well established diversity techniques have been
presented in literature for improving signal to noise ratios without boosting transmit
powers. The work presented in this thesis explores the possibility of using the ample
space available on the user’s body to implement diversity gain.
Comprehensive literature reviews pertaining to the topics of investigation will be
presented in their respective chapters.

1.2 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this research was to understand the interaction of the human body with
antenna systems for mobile communication. The research was focused to investigate the
influence of antenna systems in close proximity to the body. This work also aimed to
propose how antenna systems and the human body can co-exist without diminishing the
performance of a mobile communication system.
For these aims to be achieved, the following objectives were defined.
Perform analysis of body simulating liquid components.
Design mixtures of liquid components to simulate the body.
Manufacture a range of tissue simulating liquids for different frequencies.
Carry out review of SAR measurement techniques and associated equipment.
Make measurements of SAR in head while using smart phone in front of the face with
HFK connected to the ear using the DASY4.
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Test the effect of the hand on a mobile phone with its antenna at the top back region of
the case. Make measurements of power received in a mobile phone antenna system
when phone is held in the hand.
Compare received power from various hand sizes with the hand phantom developed by
CTIA.
Simulate, design and manufacture of circular ground plane monopole antenna for use
on-body.
Carry out measurement of multiple antenna system on-body (SIMO).
Compare the results on/off-body in various environments.
Redefine the received channel matrix to isolate the value of the body effect from the
channel matrix.
Part of the goals of the research was to manufacture tissue simulating liquid for the test
of SAR. Although calculations were made for the mixture of the tissue simulating liquid
due to time constraint, it was bought of the shell from a manufacturer. Also one of the
set goals of this research was to redefine the received channel matrix. This was to
isolate the value of the body effect form the channel matrix of the received signal. This
was not achieved due to time and has been recommended for future work. Other
objectives stated in this thesis were achieved. The thesis outline presented in the section
1.4 shows the work done to achieve the outlined work.

1.3 Methodology

Due to the nature of the subject under investigation, a major part of this thesis deals
with experimental work and its full analysis. Where simulations have been carried out,
the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) electromagnetic simulation software
EMPIRE XCcel has been used. In numerical analysis of antennas, three main analysis
methods are used to build simulators; method of moment (MOM), finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) and finite element method (FEM). The MOM is the oldest
antenna analysis technique. It is based on the fundamental of Maxwell’s equation. The
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MOM is mainly used for metallic antennas and large objects. It is highly efficient for
homogenous components. The FDTD uses the Maxwell’s equation in the time domain.
It can handle anisotropy and inhomogeneous component. It is a powerful and popular
numerical analysis method because of its simplicity in formulation, implementation and
grid generation. The FEM is more complicated than the FDTD. It requires more
sophisticated computation. The FEM is less popular because of its necessity for
complicated computation. The choice of Empire XCcel for the model of the antenna
was based on its computational ability. With the program which is FDTD based, the
antenna constructed could be optimized over a range while running the simulation.
Where large sets of data have been collected, Matlab and Microsoft Excel have been
used to perform the analysis. Antennas and all their other support rigs were built by the
school’s electrical and mechanical workshops. All experiments were carried out in the
Centre for Mobile Communications Research laboratories and offices.

1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis is presented in six chapters including the introduction and overall
conclusions.
In Chapter 2, a background study on SAR is carried out. Guidelines on the amount of
radiation the human body can be exposed to are explained. Also, different methods of
measuring SAR are explored. The Dosimetric Assessment System (DASY) system that
is mainly used in the work is explained in detail along with the possible phantom shapes
used with it. The tissue simulating liquid for different frequencies is explained and
recipes for creating these tissue simulating liquids are stated in this chapter. This
chapter also gives an insight on SAR theory and works that have been carried out
around SAR.
Chapter 3 is about the effect of hands free kit (HFK) on SAR when using a Smart phone
in front of the face. It commences with a literature review of the state of the art. Using
two different types of head phantoms, the twin phantom and Loughborough SAM, this
chapter investigates if the HFK increases or decreases the SAR from the Smart phone.
The work is carried out in the GSM 1800 communications band. It looks into different
5
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HFK wire positioning and how it affects the SAR level from the Smart phone. This
work is important to the growing Smart phone industry as multiple functions are carried
out with the phone in front of the face.
Chapter 4 investigates the effect of the index finger of the hand holding a mobile phone
on its ability to transmit. The chapter commences with a literature review of the state of
the art. Nearly 33 volunteers were recruited to hold a Nokia 6220c mobile phone whilst
it was programmed to radiate the maximum permissible power. With the hand
positioned in predetermined locations, the power received at a secondary antenna probe
was recorded. The chapter presents the captured data and its analysis. The chapter
attempts to correlate variables such as hand position and size, the use of the left or right
hand, and finger jewellery to the received power at the probe antenna. Finally, the
volunteers’ data is compared to the industry standard lossy hand phantom designed for
use in measurements of this type.
Chapter 5 gives details on the building of a monopole antenna on a circular ground
plane for on-body measurements. Diversity techniques when using multiple antennas is
discussed. Selection combining is used to investigate the interaction of on-body antenna
when receiving signal from a transmitter. Six combinations of waist and shoulder
alignments are used in this experiment and the corresponding on-body and off-body
measurements are taken. The experiments are carried out in an office space, corridor
and the CMCR laboratory. In this experiment, power received by the antenna on the
body is measured. Data collected from the experiment is analysed using Matlab to
understand the influence of the body and the position of the antenna on received power.
Chapter 6 completes the thesis by drawing overall conclusions and presenting avenues
for further research.
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2 SAR Measurement
2.1 Introduction
The explosion in mobile phone use by the general public over the last 20 or so years has
resulted in small RF antennas coming into close contact with a user in a way that has
never been seen before. The body has significant effects on the properties of antennas
used close to bodies, acting to both increase losses (thereby changing the Q of an
antenna [1]) and changing the resonant frequency/frequencies at which a free space
version of the antenna would normally operate.
There have been many great measurement campaigns involving on-body antennas with
human volunteers [2–5]. These have used complex systems with varied equipment.
A different approach has been used to research the effect of antennas or rather the radio
frequency radiation they emit on humans. The logic is that since there is no standard
human, a standard phantom [6] should be used and the effect of radio frequency
radiation on a phantom is now used as a benchmark.
Phantoms allow experiments involving radiation from mobile phone antennas to be
repeatable. Conversely, phantoms also allow representative effects of on mobile phone
antennas to be measured accurately.
This chapter then is an introduction to the techniques for measuring fields from mobile
handset antennas and the way in which phantoms can be used to measure the effects that
humans have on antennas close to the body. It gives an overview of techniques used to
take measurements in the near-field region of antennas close to the body.
It is worth mentioning here that the energy produced by mobile phones is non-ionising.
This means that the microwave energy emitted does not have enough energy to remove
electrons from molecules no matter the power level. However radiation from mobile
phones can move atoms in a molecule around and cause them to vibrate. If the power
were high enough such energy could cause heating and is commonly used in
applications that involve heating food (microwave ovens). The standard therefore seeks
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to keep radiated power levels well below the point at which heating is known to cause
damaging effects on health.
In this thesis and in this chapter in particular the unit of specific absorption rate (SAR)
is used. It turns out that the size of living organisms greatly affects energy absorption
[7]. For example a small child and an adult exposed to the same electric field would
have different field density inside their bodies. SAR is measured either in W/kg or
mW/g and is a measure of the average energy turned into heat in a region divided by the
weight of the material in that region. The equation for SAR is given in equation 2.2.
However, it is important to note that if the SAR values measured from an antenna are
too high then that antenna cannot be used close to the body.

2.2 SAR measuring systems
In [8], three ways of measuring SAR were discussed. These methods are:
•

Electric-field probes

•

Temperature probes

•

Calorimetric determination of whole body SAR.

A probe is a device used for measuring a field in a medium. Probes for RF measurement
typically have: an electrically small sensor for detecting the field; a means of converting
the RF signal to a proportional DC or slowly varying AC signal and a balanced highimpedance resistive transmission line to amplify the rectified signal [8]. The high
impedance line is needed to prevent current being drawn from the system.

2.3 Electric-field probe
The E-field probe is made of three orthogonally positioned dipole antennas. The
antennas are orthogonal in order to allow measurement of all polarisations on the
incident field [9]. Although not co-located, the three antennas in the probe look
essentially like a point which is important when measuring total field if the components
of the field are divergent. The detector is typically placed in the gap separating the
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antenna arms. The E-field probe has the ability to measure accurately field strengths
from about 1 V/m to 1000 V/m (rms). A schematic diagram on the E-field probe is
shown figure 2-1.

DIPOLE ARM

DETECTOR

TRANSMISSION
LINE

MONITORING
INSTRUMENTATION

DIPOLE ARM

Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram of a simplified E-field probe [9]

The E-field probe is used to measure the E-field within body tissue simulating materials
such as liquids [10] or gels [11]. It is more sensitive than thermal probes. It can be used
to measure SAR as low as 1µW/kg [12]. A distinctive feature of the E-field probe is its
sensitivity and the range over which it can be operated in relation to mobile
communications frequencies (10MHz to over 3GHz) [12]. Note that both the probe and
the tissue simulating liquids are not generally broadband and several sets are needed.
The transmission line connects the detector which is often a diode to the monitoring
instrumentation. The transmission line has an internal resistance per unit length 𝑟 𝑖 for

each conductor and a capacitance per unit length 𝑐. The resistance per unit length is

much greater than the inductive reactance per unit length (2𝑟 𝑖 ≫ 𝜔𝜔) [9]. The
characteristic impedance of the line is approximately

𝑍𝑐 (𝜔) = 𝑅𝑐 + 𝑗𝑋𝑐 ≈ �

In which 𝑍𝑐 is impedance;

𝑟𝑖
(1 − 𝑗)
𝜔𝜔

2-1

𝑅𝑐 is resistance; and
𝑋𝑐 is reactance.

The high resistance per unit length in the impedance of the transmission line produces
three beneficial effects:
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i.

Reduction of direct reception of the incident fields by the line.

ii.

Reduction of scattering of the incident field by the line.

iii.

Introduction of a low-pass filter to the measurement system [13].

When taking SAR measurements close to the surface of the phantom, they can be
affected by the change in the dielectric component in the probe region. This is referred
to as boundary effect. Errors due to boundary effects can be reduced to less than 2% if
the distance between the probe tip and phantom shell is greater than half the probe
diameter [8]. The probe diameter is 1.6 cm.
The SAR is calculated using the equation below.
𝜎

2
SAR = 𝜌 E𝑖𝑖𝑖
W/kg

2-2

𝜌 is the mass density (kg/m3)
𝜎 is the conductivity (S/m)

E𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the rms electric field strength in V/m at the point in the phantom, with the

subscript “int” used to emphasize the fact that the field inside the body is not the same
as the external field strength surrounding the exposed object.
The electrical conductivity of simulated tissue at different frequencies is shown in
table 2-1.
Frequency(MHz)
Tissue type
10

100

1000

2450

Muscle

0.7a

0.9a

1.3a

2.2a

Brain

-

0.47b

0.75a , 1.2b

1.2a

Fat and bone

-

0.008

0.07a , 0.12b

0.18a

Table 2-1: Electrical conductivity of simulated tissues at RF frequencies [8]
a

Polyethylene powder and X 150 gelling used for muscle and brain simulant

b

HEC gelling agent without polyethylene powder used for muscle and brain simulant
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For the corresponding biological tissue, table 2-2 states the conductivity at different
frequencies.
Tissue type

10

Frequency(MHz)
100
1000

3000

Muscle

0.645

0.731

1.006

2.237

Bone (grey matter)

0.290

0.560

0.990

2.220

Brain (white matter)

0.160

0.320

0.620

1.510

Fat

0.029

0.037

0.054

0.130

Bone (cancellous)

0.122

0.172

0.364

1.006

Bone (cortical)

0.043

0.064

0.155

0.506

Table 2-2: Electrical conductivity of biological tissues at RF frequencies[8]

To get accurate SAR measurements, the probe has to be calibrated carefully in the
simulant being used to represent biological tissue. The electric-field probe is widely
accepted in research and industry for measuring SAR in the body. In [14], a SAR
measuring system designed by APREL was used for measuring SAR during antenna
development. In [15–17] a SAR measuring system called DASY4 (Dosimetric
Assessment System 4) designed by SPEAG [18] was used to measure SAR in various
parts of a body phantom using an electric-field probe. This system was used to conduct
most of the SAR measurements in this thesis, and so more details of the DASY4 will be
presented in Section 2.3.

2.4 Temperature probes
The temperature probe measures the radiation induced temperature rise (∆𝑇⁄∆𝑡) in a

specific location in the phantom’s tissue simulating material. SAR in the specific
location which is proportional to temperature rise can be determined using equation 2-3.
When the temperature rise in the irradiated tissue simulating material under test is not
linear, other factors like heat loss or gain by thermal conduction and
convection become increasingly more important. In order to prevent this non linearity,
the temperature probe should be setup in an environment with relatively small change in
ambient temperature. In [19], a list of requirements for a temperature probe are listed to
ensure an accurate SAR measurement. These are:
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•

Small size

•

Nonconductive material

•

Low noise level

•

Short reaction time

To obtain SAR with a temperature probe, the probe output is recorded before and during
irradiation and the irradiation–induced rate of temperature rise is either graphically
determined or found through the use of a slope-determining algorithm. A graphical plot
of the temperature rise and the RF power is useful in verifying the linearity of the slope.
SAR is calculated from temperature rise using the formula
SAR =

∆𝑇×ℎ

2-3

∆𝑡

∆𝑇 (in Celsius) is the temperature rise measured with the thermal sensor
∆𝑡 (in seconds) is the exposure duration

ℎ is the tissue specific heat capacity in J/kg°C. Typical values for specific heat
capacities of different materials are shown in table 2-3.
Tissue

Specific Heat capacity
(kJ/kg°C)

Mass density (kg/m3)

Muscle simulanta

3.70

1000

Brain simulanta

3.40

980

Adipose tissue (fat)
simulantb

1.10

1400

Muscle in vitro

3.50

1100

Brain in vitro

3.50

1100

Adipose tissue in vitro

1.20-1.60

1050

Bone

1.25-3.00

1250-1800

Table 2-3: Specific heat capacity and mass density of tissue-equivalent (phantom) material
and actual biological tissues[8]
a

Data for tissue formulated for use at 2450MHz

b

Simulated fat material has dielectric properties that are almost identical to living bone.
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The temperature probe method has many sources of errors. For example it is very
difficult to obtain repeatable results. To reduce the possible error when measuring SAR,
a fibre optic thermometer was used in [20]. A block phantom was used in the work and
the experiment was conducted at 2.4GHz and 2.45GHz. The measurements were also
compared with those obtained with an electric-field probe. It was observed that the error
margin for the thermal probe was less than 2% of the 1g SAR and 10g SAR. To check
the SAR effect in the head using a thermal probe, in [21] a solid phantom of the head
was built with tissue equivalent solids. The head was exposed to radiation at a
frequency of 900MHz in an anechoic chamber. The thermal changes were captured
using a thermographic camera and the SAR calculated from equation 2-3.

2.5 Calorimetric determination of whole-body-average SAR
The calorimetric method can be used to measure average SAR for the whole body. The
method relies on calculating how a body absorbs and releases heat energy in a known
controlled environment [19]. These processes of absorption and energy release in the
body are called endothermic and exothermic reactions respectively. The main device
used is the calorimeter and the most common type is the gradient layer calorimeter [22].
A calorimeter is a device for measuring the amount of heat involved in a chemical
reaction or other processes. The generic form is a thermometer attached to a vessel of
some sort.
For calorimetric SAR measurement in the laboratory, the test object is initially kept at
room temperature along with the calorimeter. Then the test object is irradiated for a
particular amount of time and afterwards placed in the calorimeter. The temperature is
periodically monitored until all radiation induced heat energy is out of the object and its
temperature is back to the initially measured temperature. This duration of the process is
dependent on the size and mass of the object.
Accuracy of the calorimetric method depends on overall accuracy of the system. Errors
in results depend on the modelling of the test object and amount of irradiation-induced
heat that was not measured from the test subject.
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The calorimetric method was used to determine the whole body SAR for mice in [23].
As a result of trying to create an ideal environment for the SAR measurement, the setup
time for the experiment in [23] was close to eight hours. A twin-well calorimeter was
used in [24] to measure the whole body SAR of a small phantom. The heat transfer
medium for the experiment was air, water and silicon oil. The phantom was exposed to
radiation at 2.45GHz for durations of 10 seconds and 50 seconds. The experiment
showed that at 10 seconds, the effect of the heating medium on maximum temperature
was not felt immediately but at 50 seconds, there was a change. Also it showed that
water takes a longer time to measure the whole body SAR but it has the lowest error
margin compared to simulation. In [23] and [24], calorimetric method was used to
determine the whole body SAR effect after exposure to MRI scanner.

2.6 Dosimetric Assessment System 4 (DASY4)
The system available for SAR measurement at Loughborough University was supplied
by Schmid & Partner Engineering AG (SPEAG) of Switzerland. Dosimetry is the
science of quantifying the three dimensional distribution of EMF inside tissues and
organs [19]. When properly calibrated the DASY4 fully complies with the OET65 C
(01-01) [27], IEEE 1528 [28] and EN50361 [29] SAR measurement requirements. It is a
robot based system that enables automated electric field scanning in tissue simulating
liquid. The DASY4 system consists of the following:
•

DASY4 measurement server: The server performs data evaluation for field
measurement and surface detection.

It also controls robot movement and

handles safe operation.
•

Data Acquisition Electronics (DAE): Data acquired via the probe is relayed to
the measurement server through the DAE.

•

Probe: The probe is connected to the DAE. The probe tip samples the mapped
out region in a phantom for SAR detection. The probe has an optical surface
detecting systems which enables its accurate positioning [12]. The probe is a
two-layer construction. The inner core which holds the ceramic substrate is
made of synthetic microwave material (STYCAST 0005) and the tip of the outer
shell is made of the same material. The main outer layer is made of polymetyl
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methacrylate (PMMA) tubing. The probe’s optical sensor is designed to signal if
excessive force is applied by the robot. This is done by sending a message to the
robot to stop immediately [12].
•

SAM twin phantom: A phantom is a device that simulates the size, contours and
electrical characteristics of human tissue at normal body temperature. It is
composed of a mannequin (solid shell) and a tissue-equivalent liquid synthetic
material solution.
Traditional mannequins are rich in features representing eyes, nose, etc. which
makes them visually humanlike. The consequence of this complexity is
increased uncertainty in the positioning of a test unit against the outer surface of
this mannequin and locating the bottom of the simulated tissue with a probe.
The shape and size of the head phantom is derived from a study of head
dimensions of US military personnel [30]. The parameters of the head are
defined in [8] and is called the Specific Anthropomorphic Mannequin (SAM).
The SAM head is sagittally bisected and laid on its side. The shape is then
extruded by about 10cm to ensure there is sufficient volume to hold the tissue
simulating liquid. The DASY4 twin phantom has both the left and right side of
the head as well as a flat section, which is normally used to represent the trunk.
The SAM twin phantom is made from 2mm thick fibreglass. The picture of the
SAM twin phantom is shown in figure 2-2 and figure 2-3.

Robot

SAM twin phantom

Figure 2-2: Picture of the SAM twin phantom
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Flat section
Tap
Head
Head

Figure 2-3: Pictures of the SAM twin phantom

•

Robot: The DASY4 system uses the RX60BL high precision robot. The robot
has features important for SAR measurements, which require high precision and
high reliability. In normal operation the DAE and probe are mounted on the
robot. The robot arm has six axes of rotation. The robot arm can position the
probe with a repeatability of ±0.02mm [12].

The DASY4 system is shown as a schematic diagram in figure 2-4. The system server
and the robotic setup are shown in figure 2-5 and figure 2-6 respectively.

DASY4 SERVER
Probe Positioning

DATA PROCESSING

DEA
Probe
Tissue Simulating Liquid
Phantom
DUT

DUT
POSITIONER
Figure 2-4: Schematic of the DASY4 system
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Robot

DAE

Probe
Twin Phantom
DUT

DUT Positioner

Figure 2-5: DASY4 Robot controller

Figure 2-6: DASY4 system

The experiments in Table 2-4 show the works carried out in this thesis using the
DASY4 system in Loughborough University. More details on experiments can be seen
in Chapter 3.

Measurement with the DASY4

Experimental set up

Results

SAR measurement in the flat section due
to Smart phone position

Figure 3-8

Figure 3-12

SAR measurement in the left head of the
twin phantom due to a hands free kit

Figure 3-11

Figure 3-15

SAR measurement in the LouSAM head
phantom due to Smart phone in front of
the face

Figure 3-9

Figure 3-14

SAR measurement in the left head of the
twin phantom due to Smart phone in talk
position

Figure 3-7

Figure 3-12

Table 2-4: Experiments carried out in the thesis using DASY4
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2.7 Flat section of the twin phantom for SAR measurement
The flat section of the twin phantom has been used extensively during this research. It
should be noted that there is no ideal phantom shape to represent any part of a human.
Phantoms used in this way are standard rather than models. The flat section can
therefore be seen as a representative of the type of effect a typical lossy load would have
on a phone antenna. The flat section of the phantom is used in the calibration of the
system and for validation of results from the system [12].
In [31], the effects of straight metallic jewellery on the face with PDA phones was
investigated. For validation of the results, experiments were conducted using the flat
section of the twin phantom. In [32] SAR in the head when wearing circular earrings
was researched at 1800MHz using a Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) code. The
results were validated using the flat section of the twin phantom with the DASY4
measurement system. For the testing of wireless devices used in the home and office
environment discussed in [33] all the sections of the twin phantom were used.

2.8 Tissue Simulating Liquid
Whilst it is possible to infer the electric fields inside human-like structures from the
type and strength of electric fields outside of human-like structures, it is more
convincing to measure inside. However, measurement of electric field requires a probe
and it is not normally possible to use a probe inside a living subject. For example it
would not be possible to measure inside a human head since the brain is in the way.
Therefore phantoms filled with tissue simulating liquids are used to represent parts of
the human body. The probe can be operated unimpaired in the liquid. There are different
liquid recipes of tissue simulating liquid for different parts of the body. Commonly,
there is the head simulating liquid and muscle simulating liquid. Also because human
tissue is dispersive, tissue simulating liquids (TSL) have recipes that are frequency
dependent. This TSL is predominantly made up of water, sugar and salt [34]. If the
liquid is to have a shelf life, anti-fungal agents can also be used. In [18], the simulating
liquid recipe consist of the following in various proportions:
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•

Water: Deionized water

•

Sugar: refined white sugar. To reduce relative permittivity.

•

Salt: pure NaCl. To increase conductivity.

•

Cellulose: Hydroxyethyl-cellulose. To increase viscosity and keep sugar in
solution.

•

Preservatives: Preventol D-7 Bayer AG.

•

DGBE: Diethylenglycol-monobuthyl ether (DGBE). To reduce relative
permittivity.

Table 2-5 shows the percentage of each ingredient in the recipe for the head and body
simulating liquid at different frequencies. When making the simulating liquid, the liquid
should be kept hot but below boiling point.

Frequency(MHz)

Ingredients
(% by weight)

900

1800

2450

Tissue Type

Head

Body

Head

Body

Head

Body

Water

40.29

50.75

55.24

70.17

55.00

68.64

Sugar

57.90

48.21

-

-

-

-

Cellulose

0.24

-

-

-

-

-

Salt

1.38

0.94

0.31

0.39

-

-

Preventol

0.18

0.10

-

-

-

-

DGBE

-

-

44.45

29.44

45.00

31.37

Table 2-5: Recipe for making tissue simulating liquid
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The SAM twin phantom requires 25 litres of simulating liquid to fill it up. The recipe
and right measure for preparing the simulating liquid at various frequencies is shown in
table 2-6.
Ingredients
( weight (g) )

Frequency(MHz)
1800

900

2450

Tissue Type

Head

Body

Head

Body

Head

Body

Water

12893

15327

13644

17501

13585

17091

Sugar

18528

14559

-

-

-

-

Cellulose

77

-

-

-

-

-

Salt

442

284

77

97

-

-

Preventol

58

3

-

-

-

-

DGBE

-

-

10979

7286

11115

7811

Table 2-6: Recipe for preparing 25 litres of tissue simulating liquid at different frequencies for the head and body

2.9 Environmental Condition for SAR measurement
To minimise error during SAR measurement, [28] states the conditions to be checked.
The noise level when the device under test (DUT) is off, the reflection from cables,
DUT and other reflectors should be checked when the DUT is transmitting. Also the
environmental temperature where the test is being carried out should be kept within
18 °C - 25 °C.

2.10 Custom Phantoms
In addition to the phantom provided with the DASY4 [18], three other phantoms were
also used in this work. They were a rectangular [35] and cylindrical [35] phantom used
within the research group and a modified SAM head phantom [36], [37] called simply
the Loughborough phantom (to be referred to as the LouSAM from here on in). These
phantoms used comply with IEEE standards as stated in [28]. Solid phantoms in block
and cylindrical shapes may be used to represent various parts of the body. In [35], a
block and cylindrical phantom was used to check the effect of the body on the return
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loss of an antenna when it is in proximity to the body. There are cases where a solid
phantom is used to represent a part of the body. In [20], [21] a solid block phantom was
used to evaluate the SAR via thermal and electric field probes.
In order to investigate SAR in the facial area, the LouSAM was developed from a
standard full-head SAM phantom. This phantom is normally intended for radiation
pattern and efficiency measurements; the head is completely filled with tissue
simulating liquid through an opening at the top of the head. The LouSAM head is an
open back head phantom that gives access to the eyes, forehead and cheeks allowing
SAR measurements for radiation sources in front of the face. Initially, an investigation
was carried out to ascertain how much of the back of the head could be removed in
order to maximise accessibility without impacting on accuracy [36]. Figure 2-7 shows
the area of the SAM head cut off for the E-probe to have access to the eyes, forehead
and cheeks. It was concluded that 60mm of the back of the SAM head can be chopped
off to evaluate SAR in front of the face. A picture of different views of the LouSAM is
shown in figure 2-8. In [37], experiments were carried out with a DASY4 system to
verify the initial analysis done in [36].

Figure 2-7: Side and top view of the SAM head showing area to be removed and the
areas that can be accessed by the probe [36]
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(a) Front view

(b) Side view

(c) Back view

Figure 2-8: Modified SAM head phantom (Loughborough SAM head) [37]

2.11 Conclusion
This chapter has presented several common methods for the measurement of SAR.
Methods using electric field probes have been shown to be highly repeatable and
currently provide the main method for compliance testing. The properties, recipes and
storage conditions for tissue simulating liquids at various frequency ranges were also
presented. Industry standard and custom built phantoms used for measuring SAR were
reviewed.
In this research extensive use was made of the DASY4 system. The flat section and the
left head of the twin phantom in particular are used in experiments relating to hands free
kits discussed in chapter 3.
The chapter has described different methods of measuring SAR. It has chosen the
DASY4 system is a reliable and recognised system in the research environment for
analysing SAR.
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3 Effects of Hands free kit on SAR
when using a Smart Phone
3.1 Introduction
The telecommunication industry has a great influence on society. Since the development
of mobile phones, there has been an unprecedented growth in subscribers. The mobile
phone has grown from a luxury product to a necessity. According to the International
Telecommunication Union, the number of mobile phone subscribers was estimated to
reach 5.3billion in 2010 [1]. Over the years, the mobile phone has taken different shapes
and sizes, from large heavy ‘brick’ like devices to compact light items that sit easily in
the palm of a user. Mobile phones can be held in various ways, from side of the head for
voice calls to in front of the face for texting, gaming and other multimedia applications.
The conventional and most popular way of conducting a voice call is still at the side of
the head. The power absorbed in the head when using mobile phone has been
investigated thoroughly over the years [2–4]. As a result, the power absorbed in the
head is now limited through internationally adopted standards [5–7] and is measured as
the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) in W/kg. The SAR limit in Europe is 2W/kg
averaged over 10g of tissue while in America it is 1.6W/kg averaged over 1g of tissue.
In order to address increasing public concern over the effects of mobile phone radiation
on health and to improve ease of use, mobile phone manufacturers developed Hands
Free Kits (HFKs). The basic HFK links a small earpiece speaker and microphone to the
mobile phone through a wired link. The microphone part of the HFK is located way
down the wire. The wire length varies from one manufacturer to another. Although the
inception of Bluetooth [8] led to the development of low power wireless headsets, wired
HFKs were more widely used because they were included for free when purchasing a
phone in most countries.
Apart from the basic making and receiving of calls, various functionalities have now
been embedded in mobile phones. These functionalities include FM radio, music player,
camera, wireless internet access and many more. With more processing power and other
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enabling technologies, these functionalities gave rise to development of a multitude of
different applications. This new type of phone was termed the “Smart phone”. The
Smart phone is a platform for multiple tasks on the phone. For instance, the user can
listen to music while composing a text message. With touch-enabled large screens,
holding a voice call whilst using other applications has become commonplace,
especially with HFKs. In this scenario where the Smart phone is held in front of the
eyes, the HFK position is different from the previously studied work.
In this chapter, the effect of the HFK on SAR inside the head when using Smart phone
at 1800MHz is investigated. A detailed literature review of other work in this area of
study is presented first.

3.2 Background study on the effects of HFKs on SAR
A number of studies have been carried out in the past to investigate the effects of phone
and HFK on SAR in the head.
With the HFK, it has been suggested that the fields from the mobile phone may
couple/induce current on the HFK wire and cause radiation at the earpiece.

The

consumer association Which? conducted an experiment to measure the radiation into the
head as a result of using a HFK [9]. The experiment was carried out with two different
HFKs. It discovered the HFKs tested acted like an antenna and tripled the radiation
level in the head. The tests in [9] were carried out using a phantom head filled with
tissue simulating liquid. In contrast, a similar study conducted by Sartest Limited [10]
showed that the HFK had a large reduction in the SAR in the head compared to when
the mobile phone is held to the ear. The experiments were carried out using five phones
and seven HFKs at 900MHz and 1800MHz. It also concluded that for further reduction
of SAR in the head, ferrite suppressors can be attached to the cables of the HFK. In [11],
the effect of a HFK was investigated when a mobile phone was operating at 1800MHz.
The phone’s radiation efficiency and SAR levels were investigated using a finite
difference time domain (FDTD) and an adult male body tissue model available from
Remcom Inc. The mobile phone was represented by a perfectly electrically conducting
(PEC) box and the HFK by a 1m PEC wire. The experimental setup is shown in Figure
3-1.
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Region 3

Region 2 (under arm)

Region 1

Figure 3-1: Layout of HFK and handset for SAR and radiation efficiency simulation[11]

The radiation efficiency of the system decreased when the HFK was connected to the
phone attached to the waist. This also led to an increase in power absorbed by the body
and an increase in the peak and average SAR values. The SAR value in the waist region
increased as a result of the phone position but it was still within international guidelines.
This shows that the HFK affects SAR level in the mobile phone. In [12], SAR
associated with the use of a HFK with a mobile phone was tested. The experiment was
carried out at 888MHz and 1750MHz. For this experiment, current probes were
developed to work at each frequency. For the experiment, a typical block shaped phone
and a flip-open phone was used. It was concluded that the HFK reduced the SAR in the
head. It was also confirmed as stated in [10] that placing ferrite beads around the HFK
further reduced the SAR. In [13] and [14], Porter et al performed a similar experiment
to [12] with the use of seven mobile phones. For the SAR test, an IndexSAR SARA2
[15] suite was used. It was also concluded that the SAR level associated with the use of
a HFK with mobile phones was substantially lower than when the phone is placed
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directly at the ear. In [16], a full assessment of the effect of wired and wireless HFK on
SAR in the head was carried out at 900MHz, 1800MHz and 1950MHz. The assessment
was done both experimentally and mathematically. It was concluded that both wired and
wireless HFK reduced the SAR effect in the head. However, SAR reduction with wired
HFK depended on the transmit power of the mobile phone, coupling of cable with the
phone and attenuation of current. With the wireless HFK, the SAR level was low and
maintained a constant level.
An outline of steps to be carried out when assessing SAR in the head due to a HFK is
given in the IEC international standard 62209-2 [7]. It emphasises the importance of the
body when testing the HFK. The body attenuates energy in the cable as the cable
couples with it. An example of the recommended setup was used to test a phone placed
on the chest and connected to a HFK. Results showed that when the torso is filled with
body simulating liquid, the SAR at the ear was 13dB lower than when the phone was
tested directly at the side of the head [4].

3.3 Novelty of work with HFK
In all the works reviewed on the use of HFKs with mobile phones, it was only [9] that
claimed a HFK increased the SAR in the head. Other works [10–14], [16] showed that
the HFK reduced the SAR in the head. In the work presented in this chapter, a Smart
phone will be used. Past studies have not included Smart phones.
The term Smart phone is used to describe the new generation of mobile phones. They
are characterised by large touch screens and complex operating systems that enable the
use of countless applications. They are able to make use of the higher data rates
provided by 3G and even 4G mobile communication systems. Anecdotal evidence now
suggests Smart phones are used more for apps/games and surfing the internet, rather
than actually making a voice call with the phone held at the side of the head. Advanced
processor technology now allows a voice call to be held while the user interacts with an
application or surf the internet. Therefore, the Smart phone is more likely to be found
in front of the face and when used with a HFK represents a different scenario to those
investigated in the past. For one, the HFK cable is more likely to be bunched up due to
the shorter distance to the ear. For ease of use, the operator may bunch up the cable and
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hold it in the same hand as his phone, thus placing more of the wire closer to the body
of the Smart phone. With the use of two different SAR measurement systems, these
scenarios will be investigated further.

3.4 Theoretical analysis of the HFK wire coiling
For the test of the effect of HFK on the smart phone, the HFK is coiled and positioned
in different positions for some of the scenarios. In this scenarios, the coiling of the HFK
wire can be likened to the coils of an inductor. Since the HFK cable is made of
conducting wires, the coiling can be prefered to acting as an inductor. An inductor is an
energy storing device which stores energy in the form of magnetic field in and around
the coil. When the HFK iis connected to the smart phone, the HFK is a channel for
redistribution of power in the antenna system of the smart phone. The coiling of the
HFK makes it act like an inductor. The energy stored in this HFK is dissipated as heat
and absorbed by the body hence leading to SAR. The inductor formed by the coiling the
HFK has a core made from air.

Figure 3-2: Electronic symbol for inductor

If the current flowing through an inductor is 𝐼, the voltage 𝑉𝐿 acros s the inductor is
𝑑𝑑

proportional to the time rate of change of 𝐼 i.e 𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝐿 = 𝐿

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑

3-1

𝐿 is inductance. Inductance depends on the number of coils, configuration of coil and
the material filling the coils of an inductor.
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In this work, the distribution of energy in the HFK is similar to that of a coil. But
emphasis is on the rate of absorption of energy by the body when the coils formed by
the HFK are positioned around the face when using a smart phone.

3.5 Experimental setup for measuring SAR in the head due to a HFK when
using a Smart phone
The School of Electronic, Electrical and Systems Engineering at Loughborough
University has a dedicated SAR measurement facility housing a DASY4 [17]. The
standard twin phantom of the DASY 4 is complimented by a custom built rear-entry
Specific Anthropomorphic Mannequin (SAM) head, called the Loughborough SAM
phantom (LouSAM). The design and verification of the LouSAM phantom is given in
[18] and [19]. Figure 3-3 shows the part of the SAM head truncated to create the
LouSAM. This phantom is used to measure the SAR in the face when a Smart phone is
in front of the face. The twin phantom can only be used to measure the SAR in the side
of the head, concentrating mainly around the ear. The experiment was carried out at
1800MHz. The phantoms were filled with head simulating liquid (HSL1800). The
dielectric properties of the head simulating liquid at 1800MHz are permittivity (𝜀𝑟 ) 40

and conductivity (𝜎) 1.40 𝑆/𝑚.

Figure 3-3: Side and top view of the SAM head showing area to be removed and the areas that can be accessed by the
probe [18].

At the time of conducting the experiments, the base station simulator available only
allowed testing at GSM 900 and GSM 1800. It was impossible to perform experiments
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at 3G. Although a 3G smart phone was chosen for these studies, experiments were
carried out using GSM 1800 standard. The uplink frequency was 1710 MHz which is
only 210 MHz from the 3G uplink frequency. The difference in wavelength between
these operating frequencies is only 19.19 mm. The loop size is not standardized and can
vary from manufacturer to another. If the loop size however has an effect when
transmitting at GSM 1800, it can be inferred a slightly different loop size will have an
effect when operating at 3G.
The Smart phone used for this experiment is the Samsung SGH-i600 along with its
factory made HFK. The HFK cable comprises of 5 wires. The wires are covered with a
copper shield and protected with insulation covering. A picture of the phone is shown in
figure 3-4. The maximum SAR value for the Samsung SGH-i600 was 0.776W/kg
measured at the side of the head in the normal talk position [20]. This Smart phone was
chosen based on availability at the time of experiment. The work with this Smart phone
is depicts how the Smart phone is used in front of the face. The Smart phone is kept in
the required position with a phone positioner. An Anritsu SIM card was used in the
Smart phone. To initiate a call to the Smart phone, an Agilent 8922M base station
simulator was used with a dipole antenna working at 1800MHz. The setup for the
experiment is shown in figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-4: Samsung SGH-i600 Smart phone used in the experiment

Loughborough
SAM phantom
Base Station
Simulator
Probe

Twin phantom

Figure 3-5: Experimental setup for the SAR measurement

The equipment described is shown in figure 3-5 and it will be used to perform a series
of experiments in the upcoming sections to investigate the influence of the HFK on
SAR from a Smart phone.
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3.6 SAR in the head due to a Smart phone held in front of the face

This experiment is carried out to measure the SAR in the head when the Smart phone is
in front of the face. A worst case scenario is chosen. This scenario is when the phone is
very close to the face with no space between the nose and the Smart phone. For this
experiment, the LouSAM head phantom is used with HSL1800. The setup of the
experiment is shown in figure 3-6. A full facial area scan is first performed to locate the
area of maximum SAR, followed by a volume scan to calculate the 1g and 10g SAR.
Figure 3-7 shows the SAR heat map produced by a scan of the face region.

Figure 3-6: LouSAM head phantom with Smart phone in front of the face
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Figure 3-7: Image of the area scan for SAR detection from the DASY software.

3.7 SAR in the head when using Smart phone in the talk position and in
the body when placed on the flat section of the twin SAM phantom

In this experiment, the left side head and flat section of the DASY4 twin phantom are
used. The Smart phone is positioned in the talk position on the left ear and SAR is
measured in the ear region. These results will help give a comparison with other
measurements to be taken with the HFK in the ear region. Figure 3-8 shows the Smart
phone in the talk position on the left side of the twin phantom. Also the Smart phone
was positioned on the flat section of the twin phantom in contact with the bottom
surface. This is shown in Figure 3-9. The maximum SAR in this region was also
measured. The SAR measurement in the head region and on the flat section was carried
out to show the effect of the phantom shape on the outcome of a measurement.
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Figure 3-8: Smart phone positioned in the talk position on the left head of the twin phantom

Figure 3-9: Smart phone positioned on the flat section of the twin phantom

3.8 SAR in the head when Smart phone is in front of the face and
connected to HFK when using the LouSAM head phantom
The SAR is measured in the face of the LouSAM with the phone positioned in front of
it and the HFK connected to its left and right ear region in turn. The HFK is connected
to the ears using sticky tape. The Smart phone is kept very close to the face with the
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phone touching the nose. A full facial area scan was carried out to locate the maximum
SAR region, followed by the volume scan to calculate the 1g and 10g SAR. This set up
is shown in Figure 3-6. The HFK cable from the set up in Figure 3-6 is left to dangle
freely. The microphone of the HFK is close to the mouth region of the LouSAM head
phantom. The LouSAM is a full representative of the face with measurements limited to
the frontal region of the head. With the left side of the twin phantom, measurements can
only be taken at the side of the head.

3.9 SAR in the ear when HFK is connected to the Smart Phone and placed
in front of the face of the twin phantom

This experiment is done with the Smart phone in front of the face with the Smart phone
keypad touching the nose of the twin phantom left head and the HFK connected to its
left ear. The HFK speaker is connected to the ears and the microphone to the mouth
with sticky tape for all measurement scenarios considered. On the HFK wire, the
microphone is located 12 cm from the ear piece. The area around the ear is scanned for
the maximum 1g and 10g SAR. Figure 3-10 and 3-11 shows the Smart phone and HFK
positioning on the left head of the twin phantom. In this experiment, 10 random cable
positions are investigated. The ten positions are listed below:
1. HFK wire left hanging down freely: In this case, the HFK wire was
allowed to drop down freely in a random manner.
2. HFK wire folded together: Natural bending points on the HFK cable
are created when the cable is folded and the tie is attached to it by the
manufacturer ready for packaging. Once the cable tie is removed, the
cable maintains this bent shape in this scenario; the cable was
bunched up along its natural bend points and then allowed to hang
randomly from the phone.
3. HFK wire folded to the side of the HFK microphone: The
microphone of the HFK is taped to the mouth. In this scenario, the
cable was bunched up along its natural bend points and then
positioned next to the microphone.
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4. HFK wire held by the side of the Smart phone: The cable was
bunched up along its natural bend points and then positioned along
the left edge of the Smart phone.
5. HFK wire held under the Smart phone: The bunched up wire is
positioned along the bottom edge of the Smart phone.
6. HFK stretched wire left to dangle: The natural bending points of the
cable were stretched out and the wire was allowed to loop down from
the phone to the earpiece.
7. HFK wire pulled horizontally towards the flat section: The
straightened wire was pulled horizontally towards the flat section and
held there using some cotton thread. This created the scenario where
the cable would drop naturally down to the waist when held in front
of the face by the user.
8. HFK wire dangling far from the chest: To eliminate the loading effect
of the body while maintaining a horizontal cable configuration, the
cable was stretched horizontally away from the chest and held in
place using some cotton thread.
9. HFK wire dangling to the back of the ear: The HFK wire was
clumped together in a random fashion and positioned near the back of
the left ear. It was held in place using cotton thread.
10. HFK wire folded to the bottom back region of the Smart phone: The
cable was bunched up along its natural bend points and then
positioned on the back of the Smart phone towards the bottom edge.
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Left head of Twin Phantom
Smart Phone

HFK

Figure 3-10: Sketch of the Smart phone in front of the face with the HFK connected to the ear.

Figure 3-11: Smart phone connected to HFK positioned in front of the left head of the twin phantom

The second part of the experiment had the Smart phone placed on the flat section of the
twin phantom with the HFK extending to the left ear. An area scan was completed in the
ear region to obtain the maximum SAR. A picture of the setup is shown in figure 3-12.
This was to check for change in SAR value when the Smartphone is not in front of the
face.
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Figure 3-12: Smart phone positioned in the flat section of the twin phantom with HFK connected to the ear of the left
head of the phantom

3.10 Measured SAR results
In this section, the results from the experiments described above will be presented. In
order to measure absolute SAR values, the electric-field probe and tissue simulating
liquid must be in calibration. The equipment was out of calibration hence all the graphs
are plotted by normalising the data to the maximum recorded value. This allows
comparison of all the results because any errors in the system would apply to all the
results equally. The maximum recorded SAR was when the Smart phone was placed on
the flat section of the twin phantom, and thus all results are normalised to this value.
The recorded value was 0.843mW/g.
The normalised 1g and 10g SAR results of the Smart phone (SP) in front of the face of
the LouSAM head and on the left head and flat section of the twin phantom are shown
in figure 3-13.
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Figure 3-13: Graph of the Smart phone (SP) in different positions without the HFK

The result from the flat phantom corresponds to use of canonical phantoms for getting
worst-case scenario results when representing a part of the trunk. The SAR measured in
the ear region of the left head of the twin phantom is higher than that in the face region
measured in the LouSAM head. This can be attributed directly to the proximity of the
Smart phone to the phantom; the closer the phone is to the phantom surface, the higher
the electric fields, ultimately resulting in a higher SAR. It is also important to note that
the SAR in the nose of the LouSAM cannot be measured due to its shape. Since the
Smart phone is touching the nose, the SAR in the phantom nose can be expected to be
higher than the SAR in the rest of the face. However, in a heterogeneous head, much of
the front of the nose is taken up by the air cavity of the nostrils, so even if it were
possible, a 1g or 10g averaged SAR measurement in the nose may be meaningless. The
Smart phone’s SAR values taken in these different positions will serve as a comparison
figure for measurements taken when the HFK is connected to the Smart phone.
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The result of the area scans of all the HFK positions are shown in the Figure 3-14. In
this case, all the scales are normalised to the maximum peak SAR observed between all
10 scenarios. This was 0.165mW/g observed in position 3.

Position 1

Position 2

Position 3

Position 4

Position 5

Position 6

Position 7

Position 8

Position 9

Position 10

No HFK

Figure 3-14: Area scan results of HFK in all 10 positions and when HFK is not connected.
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Although they describe quite different scenarios, there is a noticeable similarity between
the SAR scans taken in positions 5 to 9. The occurrence of a pattern in the SAR heat
maps suggests there is an increased SAR effect due to the HFK, especially when
compared to the No HFK scan result. However, it must be noted that when considering
the SAR value recorded (0.306mW/g) when the phone was in the talk position (without
a HFK), these 10 measurements are very low.
The result of face SAR (the SAR measured in the face using the LouSAM) with and
without the HFK is compared to see the changes in the SAR value measured with the
Smart phone. The graph in Figure 3-15 shows the difference in the SAR value.
0.07

Normalised Peak value (mW/g)
Normalised 1g SAR (mW/g)

Normalised SAR (mW/g)

0.06

Normalised 10g SAR (mW/g)
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0

SP on LouSAM

SP on LouSAM with HFK

Figure 3-15: Graph of Smart phone in front of LouSAM head phantom with and without HFK.

The result shown in Figure 3-15 indicates that the peak SAR value in the face region
decreases by approximately 50%. There is also a decrease in the 1g and 10g SAR values
by approximately 20%. This shows that the HFK has some effect on the power absorbed
in the face. This could be due to power coupling to the HFK wire or a simple case of
antenna detuning. It must be noted that the measured SAR values in this scenario are
very close to the noise floor of the measurement system.
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The SAR value was measured in the left ear when the HFK was connected to the Smart
phone while the Smart phone was in front of its face. As stated in the experimental
setup section, ten random positions for the HFK wire were used. This gave options of
possible wire orientation when using the HFK with the Smart phone. The graph in
Figure 3-16 shows the results from the experiment for the 10 random positions.

Normaised SAR (mW/g)

0.25
Normalised Peak value
0.2
Normalised 1g SAR
0.15
Normalised 10g SAR(mW/g)
0.1

0.05

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

HFK Positions
Figure 3-16: the SAR values in the ear when the HFK wire is placed in random positions (1-10) and Smart phone
without HFK (0)

For reference purposes, the ear SAR without the HFK is plotted as “0” on the graph.
Overall, the results indicate the SAR values in the ear region due to the HFK are very
small compared to that produced by the phone placed touching the ear. In position 1 and
2, the HFK wire had no impact on the ear SAR. When compared to the reference, the
HFK wire in position 3 increased the ear SAR more than 2000% giving considerable
weight to the idea that there can be coupling from the handset to the HFK and
subsequent radiation from the ear piece. In fact, the peak SAR recorded is almost half
that recorded when the Smart phone is in the talk position.
Position 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10 also show significant increases in ear SAR compared to the
reference. In position 7 and 8, there is a minimal increase in ear SAR. In terms of the
measured SAR level, position 1, 2, 7 and 8 can be grouped together since their results
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are in close region. Also position 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10 can be grouped together as their
results are in the same region. Position 3 however was a very peculiar case. To confirm
the result from position 3, the experiment was repeated at a later date. Positioning the
wire in the exact position was challenging but with the aid of a picture taken, a similar
wire position was achieved. The SAR results from the first and second experiments are
presented in Figure 3-17. Although the results do not show an exact match, the new
SAR values are significantly higher than those obtained from all the other nine wire
positions.

The result from the second experiment was not exactly the same as the

initial one but it is still significantly higher than those results obtained from other
positions. A picture of the 3rd position can be seen in Figure 3-11.

0.25
Normalised Peak value (mW/g)
Normalised 1g SAR (mW/g)
0.2

Normalised SAR (mW/g)

Normalised 10g SAR (mW/g)

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
3a

3b
HFK Position

Figure 3-17: 3rd position of HFK wire carried out twice to confirm result
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This result shows there is a high level of coupling between the Smart phone and the
cable of the HFK. A table showing the change in 1g and 10g SAR value when the HFK
are in the 10 positions when compared to when no HFK is shown in Table 3-1.
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Change in 1g SAR (dB)
-1.5
-1.2
10.4
6.3
7.8
7.0
3.2
1.2
7.2
7.0

Change in 10g SAR (dB)
0.5
-0.1
12.1
8.49
9.4
8.6
5.0
2.9
9.0
9.1

Table 3-1: Changes in 1g and 10g SAR value

In positions 4, 5, 9 and 10, the HFK cable length to the ear is short. The HFK cable is
bunched up and the effective length from the SP to the ear is short. The bunched part of
the cable can be likened to a coil. The average increase in the 1g SAR is 7.1dB with a
maximum of 7.8dB and a minimum of 6.3dB.
In position 5, the HFK cable is in a parallel position to the antenna. This leads to
coupling of the cable with the antenna and an increase in current flow on the HFK cable.
Position 5 is described in the Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-18: Smart phone with HFK wire bunched by the side of the antenna
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In position 4, the folded HFK cable is perpendicular to the antenna. In this position, the
coupling of the cable with the antenna is reduced thus leading to slightly lower current
and lower SAR value. Position 4 is explained with the Figure 3-19.

Figure 3-19: Smart phone with HFK wire bunched perpendicular to the antenna region

In position 10, the same coupling effect of the scrunched HFK cable can be seen like it
is in position 5. This led to an increase in the SAR value similar to those seen in
positions 4 and 5. Position 10 can be described with the Figure 3-20.

Figure 3-20: Smart phone with the HFK wire bunched at the back on the antenna region

In positions 7 and 8, the HFK cable is stretched out. The proximity of the cable to the
antenna is minimal and most of the cable is not in the near-field region of the antenna.
In this case, reduced coupling and current effect is felt hence the minor change in the
SAR value.
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In position 1 and 2, there is an interesting reduction in the SAR value. The 1g SAR and
10g SAR is reduced beyond the case where there was no HFK connected to the SP. This
can be said to be measurements in the noise floor. With measurements in the noise floor
region, there is a possibility of error in the measurement. The connection point of the
cable is not close to the antenna in position 1 and 2. Also since the HFK cable is not
drawn across the antenna region, there is no coupling effect and increase in current flow
in the cable to affect the SAR value. It can be concluded that the HFK cable has little or
no effect on the SAR value in these two positions.

3.11 SAR measurement using the iSAR Kit
The experiments done with the DASY kit gave some results prompting further
investigation. Positions 4, 5, and 10 were re-analysed with another SAR measuring
device. The iSAR machine was used for this measurement. The iSAR is produced by
SPEAG. The iSAR head is an immediate SAR measurement system. The iSAR head
has a shape that follows the ear to mouth line of the SAM head phantom. It is capable of
analysing RF performance of a wireless device in less than 1 second. It simulates the
area scan of the ear as required by IEC 62209-1, IEEE 1528 and FCC OET65. The
measurement of the wireless device is done using the 256 sensors on the top surface
simultaneously. These sensors are embedded in an absorbing material simulating head
tissue. The iSAR can operate between 0.5 – 3GHz [21].
The measurement from this machine was done to verify how the HFK position
influenced the current flow in the SP hence affecting the SAR distribution. The results
from the iSAR are presented below. The results presented here are normalised to the
maximum SAR value obtained while taking measurements. The SAR values here are
not a direct comparison to the results from the DASY4. These results are to show the
trend of the results expected when the HFK are in certain positions.
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For the experiment with the iSAR, six scenarios were considered.
a. Smart phone with no HFK connected
b. Smart phone with HFK folded by the side
c. Smart phone with HFK folded and placed on the back of the phone
d. Smart phone with HFK folded to the bottom
e. HFK on sensors while connected to Smart phone
f. Smart phone with HFK isolated from sensors
Images showing the locations of the HFKs in each of the above scenarios, along with
their SAR heat maps are shown in the Table 3-2.
iSAR picture

SAR heat map

a.

b.

Table 3-2: Smart pone in position a-b and SAR distribution imagine
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iSAR picture

SAR heat map

c.

d.

e.

Table 3-3: Smart pone in position c-e and SAR distribution imagine
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iSAR picture

SAR heat map

f.

Table 3-4: Smart pone in position f and SAR distribution imagine

The normalised result from the illustration experiments in Table 3-2 to Table 3-4 is
presented in Figure 3-21.
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0.4
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0
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d
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f

HFK Positions
Figure 3-21: Normalised results from measurements with the iSAR kit

From the SAR distribution pattern and result presented, comparing position c with
position a which is when the SP is not connected to HFK, there is no detuning of the
system. The SAR heat map also remains the same. Comparing position a and b, there is
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a 25% drop in the 1g SAR value but there is no change in the SAR distribution. This
could mean the antenna is being detuned by the HFK when in that position. For position
d, there was a 19% increase in the 1g SAR value when compared to position a. The
SAR distribution pattern shifted down compared to that of position a. Also the
maximum SAR position shifted down. All these pattern changes occurred closer to the
HFK position at the bottom of the Smart phone.

3.12 Conclusions
This chapter has investigated through a comprehensive set of measurements, the effects
of using a hands free kit with a mobile phone on the power absorbed inside the users
head. The novelty of the work arises from the use of a Smart phone, which is more
likely to be used in conjunction with a HFK in front of the face rather than attached to
the waist. The in front of face phantom, known as the LouSAM, was also used to
investigate the effects of the HFK on the power absorbed in the face region. Industry
standard equipment has been used for measuring the specific absorption rate (SAR).
The detailed analysis of the results showed that none of the measurements exceeded the
SAR recorded with the Smart phone located in the talk position. These results are
therefore in agreement with those presented in a majority of other studies.
However, it was found that the HFK did not completely eliminate radiation into the
head. In all measurements where the HFK wire was bunched up (making its apparent
length shorter), the SAR in the ear region increased. In particular, the SAR recorded
when the HFK was in position 3 (The HFK cable was bunched up along its natural bend
points and then positioned next to the microphone) was approximately half that
observed in the normal talk position. This demonstrates a significant amount of energy
coupling to the wire resulting in re-radiation into the head. Although this did not
exceed the SAR safety standard limits, it leaves open the possibility that certain
locations of the HFK relative to the phone may produce a SAR value that goes beyond
the talk position SAR. A very important consideration is that the earpiece bypasses the
skull and positions itself much closer to the brain when inserted into the ear. Therefore,
even if the SAR values measured with the earpiece placed on the surface of the twin
phantom meet safety standards, once inserted into the ear, they may not. This certainly
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warrants further investigation. Whenever the HFK cable was fully extended and located
away from the Smart phone, there was no significant change in the ear region SAR.
The chapter also presented SAR measurements taken with the LouSAM, which
previously had not been used in the literature for this kind of experiment. The results
from the experiment with the phone in front of face with and without the HFK using the
LouSAM head phantom showed that the SAR measured in the face reduced when the
HFK was connected to the Smart phone. Since the SAR in the face is very small to start
with, minor changes when including the HFK may just be due to background noise.
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4 Comparison between CTIA Hand
Phantom and Different Human
Hands for Over the Air (OTA)
Power Measurements
4.1 Introduction
The performance of an antenna can be negatively impacted by the presence of objects in
its near-field. This can take the form of antenna detuning (increased mismatch loss),
decrease in antenna efficiency and changing of the far-field radiation pattern.
Alleviating these issues in a modern mobile phone is particularly challenging because
the user’s hand and head are generally in the antenna near-field. In certain
circumstances, users may see significant drops in the received and transmitted signal
strengths and when added to the energy lost as dielectric heating in the head and hand,
may result in a dropped call. The more likely outcome however is for the phone to
compensate by boosting its transmit power, which results in a higher SAR in the user
and a faster battery drainage.
The mobile phone antenna position plays a crucial part in signal strength. In early
designs, mainly due to the technology available at the time, mobile phone
manufacturers placed the antennas protruding out from the top of their phones. This
had the benefit of reducing the effect of the hand on the antenna. Mobile phone
evolution saw antennas change from being long protruding elements outside the phone
body to very small parts inside the phone body. With the general reduction in phone
size, the challenge of the antenna design and position inside the phone casing increased.
The handling of mobile phone varies from one individual to another. This is also
dependent on the mobile phone size and shape. Mobile phones manufactured in the
beginning of the third millennium came with instructions on how to handle the phone in
order to reduce interference with phone signal. In 2010, Apple launched the iPhone 4
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[1]. The iPhone 4 has its antennas as the steel band around the phone edge. It was
observed after release that the phone signal dropped when the phone was gripped in a
particular way in the hand. The hand would short circuit one antenna to another causing
massive detuning. To reduce this effect, Apple suggested a protective case to eliminate
antenna contact with the human hand. This example illustrates the challenges faced by
the antenna engineer when considering the unavoidable human interaction.
In order to include the hand effect on the mobile phone during over the air (OTA)
testing, the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) produced a
series of artificial hand phantoms [2]. This allows mobile phone manufacturers to
budget for the decrease in antenna sensitivity and the effective radiated power. In the
work presented in this chapter, OTA measurements are taken from an internal antenna
mobile phone held by one of these CTIA hand phantoms and then compared to those
taken with real hands. The chapter presents results and analysis of measured data
collected from 33 volunteers.

4.2 Background study on Human proximity effect to Mobile Phone
performance
Understanding the interaction of mobile phones and human beings has been a crucial
part in the advancement of mobile telecommunications technology. The proximity of
the human body to a mobile phone affects the input impedance, far-field radiation
pattern, radiation efficiency and the magnitude of the near-field of the antenna. In [3],
this was investigated with a finite difference time domain (FDTD) technique using a
phone with a quarter wavelength monopole antenna and a block to represent the hand
and a sphere representing the head. The investigation was carried out at 900MHz and
1900MHz. Measurements were taken with and without the head and hand model. It was
concluded that the presence of the human body detuned the quarter wavelength
monopole antenna and the radiation pattern changed significantly. Also, about 45% of
the power was lost in the phantoms for both frequencies tested.
In [4], the interaction of human body was further investigated using more antennas. The
antennas for this experiment included a monopole, side-mounted planar inverted F, top58
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mounted bent inverted F and back-mounted planar inverted F, all on a block shaped
mobile phone. This was to model internal and external antenna positions in the mobile
phone. The investigation was carried out using FDTD simulation and more detailed
information was used in modelling the head and hand. The investigation was done at
915MHz. It was concluded that the presence of the head and hand had an effect on the
input impedance, radiation and gain for all the antennas used in the investigation. The
SAR in the head was also analysed mathematically and it was concluded that the head
absorbs an average of 50% of the power delivered to the antenna when there is a
separation of 2cm between the head and the handset. It also showed that using a backmounted planar inverted F reduced the SAR in the head. In [5], the effect of the hand on
internal and external antenna of mobile phone was also investigated. It was concluded
that in the design of antennas for mobile phones, the whole antenna platform which
comprises of the ground plane, battery, camera and other components in the antenna
region should be taken into consideration. It also concluded the hand degrades the
antenna performance reducing its efficiency by about 50%.
The effect of the hand was investigated in [6] using a homogeneous and inhomogeneous
hand phantom with 4 mobiles phones. The phones used were a candy bar phone with a
helix antenna, a flip phone with a helix antenna and a candy bar phone with PIFA
antenna at the bottom and another with the antenna at the top. The investigation was
carried out using the SEMCAD X simulation tool from SPEAG. The results in [6]
showed that the homogeneous hand phantom and inhomogeneous hand phantom had
negligible effect on the OTA results. Hence the use of a homogenous phantom to
represent the hand when testing hand effects on the phone was approved. It also
concluded that the hand size and palm–phone distance had an effect on the antenna
performance especially in the phone with the antenna at the bottom. Also a sensitivity
test was carried out to check the impact of the index finger on the antenna. The antenna
response changed according to the sensitivity of the touch. There was up to a 6.5dB
difference in the total radiated power depending on the positioning of the hand. With
this, a further conclusion was drawn that the grip of the hand phantom on the phone had
an impact on the antenna performance. In [7], a homogeneous and inhomogeneous
block hand model was designed in accordance to the CTIA hand properties. The fingers
were modelled as cylinders and the palm and thumb as bricks. The skin and bones also
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took the same shape for the inhomogeneous hand. The hands were used to check the
effect of the hand on SAR in the head at 900MHz and 1800MHz. The result showed
that the SAR in the head reduced when the hands were present.
In [8], the effect of the hand on the mobile phone was also investigated but this was
from a SAR point of view. A flip phone with helix antenna and a candy bar phone with
PIFA antenna similar to the one used in [6] were used in this investigation. It was
concluded that the SAR value increased in the head depending on the hand grip on the
phone. The conclusion in [8] confirms as stated in [6] that the grip of the mobile phone
affects its performance. In [9], the same set up as [6] was used to check the effect of the
hand phantom on the mobile phone performance. But in [9], the impact of the position
of the index finger was also investigated. The investigation was carried out using the
SEMCAD X simulation tool at 900MHz and 1800MHz. It was concluded that the hand
grip had a significant effect on the performance of the mobile phone. This is affected by
the hand size, distance between the palm and the phone and the position of the phone in
the hand phantom. The investigation showed that the index finger position has a strong
impact on the OTA performance. In [10], an experimental approach was used to study
the effect of the hand and head on the mobile phone. A PIFA antenna designed to
resonate at 900MHz, 1800MHz and 2000MHz was used for the experiment. An IXB90R hand phantom and a head phantom from IndexSar [11] were used for the
experiment. Total efficiency and impedance matching was measured for when the
antenna was in free space, in the hand and in the hand beside the head. For the talk
position, six hand grip positions were used in this experiment. It was concluded that the
antenna performance depends on how the mobile phone is held in the hand. Papers [6],
[8], [9] observed that the index finger affected the antenna performance and impact of
SAR in the head. Further investigation was conducted in [12] using the SEMCAD X to
check the SAR and efficiency performance of the phone antenna as the index finger is
moved away from the antenna. A candy bar phone with internal PIFA antenna at the top
back region was used. It was concluded that the index finger position affects the SAR
and OTA parameters of the phone. In [13], a study on how the phone is held in different
positions was performed. It was also concluded that the index finger is a major factor
affecting the phone’s performance. It was recommended that the hand needs to be
considered in OTA performance testing of mobile phones. In [14], [15], a study on how
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the mobile phone is gripped when in the talk position was conducted. From numerous
videos taken, screenshots to extract different grips were taken. Data obtained was
converted to CAD format and all investigations were carried out with a FDTD
simulation tool. From the video recording of 100 participants, the study showed that the
index finger was mostly placed in the back region of the mobile phone [14]. Also in
[14], it was concluded that the hand had more detrimental effects on the communication
system compared to when the phone is placed on the torso of the SAM phantom. The
authors in [15] investigated the effects of the phone user’s hand on PIFA antennas in
mobile phones using data acquired from [14]. A CAD model of the human hand was
used for the simulation from data acquired from [14]. The effect of the hand was
compared with that of the upper torso. It was concluded that the hand, especially the
index finger has an impact on the antenna performance and SAR in the head. Further
studies were carried out in [16] to compare the effect of the hand when the phone is in
data mode and talk mode. Two data mode grip positions were considered along with
two talk mode grip positions. In the talk mode, the investigation concluded that the
index finger contributed to over 70% of the power absorbed by the hand and reduced
communication performance. The data mode investigation showed that the fingers and
its surrounding tissues are the only factors that affect the antenna performance. The
radiation efficiency of a handheld mobile phone was tested in [17]. The experiment was
carried out in an anechoic chamber with a phone with a helix antenna and another with
an integrated patch antenna. It was concluded that the hand position had a large impact
on the radiation efficiency while the tilt angle of the phone and the separation distance
between the phone and the head had little impact on the radiation efficiency in both
phones. The dimension and location of the antenna is taking into consideration in [18].
In the work, the guidelines to design and location of antenna is given to reduce the
effect of the hand on the antenna. The work was done using FDTD based simulation. It
was concluded the hand and hand grip should be considered when designing antennas
for mobile terminals.
Numerical analysis of antenna performance around the human body was carried out in
[19]. For this analysis, three different handsets with a monopole antenna, side mounted
dual PIFA and a back mounted PIFA were used. This study showed a body affected the
antenna’s input impedance, radiation pattern and received power. It was suggested that
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this interaction should be considered when developing antennas used in proximity to the
body. To reduce the hand effect on the mobile phone antenna, [20] implemented an
adaptive matching circuitry alongside the antenna. The matching circuit was called a
Dynamic Antenna Matching (DAM) circuit. The main component of the DAM circuit is
a GaAs technology based semiconductor switch (SP4T). The adaptive circuit
compensated for losses caused by mismatch when the hand is placed in the antenna
region. The results showed an improvement of 2-4dB when operating from 815–
900MHz and 2dB when operating from 1710-1910MHz in the total efficiency of the
antenna. The circuitry also helps reduce power consumption which occurs when the
mobile phone is trying to boost signal power when signal strength is dropping. The
DAM circuit does not affect the radiation efficiency of the antenna in a mobile phone.
To reduce the hand effect on a mobile phone, [21] designed a coupled radiator antenna
to replace the PIFA antennas in a mobile phone. This was carried out at GSM900. It
was concluded that the antenna had sufficient bandwidth and efficiency when in free
space and human hand.
In [22], an antenna selection system to compensate for the finger effect was proposed.
In this system, two antenna elements were used. The antenna element which was least
affected by the index finger was selected. The selection process involved the use of
capacitance sensor located close to the antenna element and an RF switch performing
the antenna selection based on information given by the sensors [22]. The experiment
was carried out at 1800MHz comparing the finger effect on a single element and a two
element antenna. The hand was modelled using a vinyl glove filled with tissue
simulating liquid. The result showed a minimum of 2dB improvement in total efficiency
when using the two element antenna in comparison to the single element antenna. In [23]
the radiation performance of the mobile phone antenna in the presence of the head and
hand was improved by optimizing the antenna. This was carried out in SEMCAD X
using a genetic algorithm based optimization technique. The antenna CAD file was
converted to parameters and optimization was performed in two steps. First the antenna
was designed to work in free space and secondly the head and hand phantom was
introduced to the system. The antenna was then optimized to work at required frequency
with the presence of the head and hand. A comprehensive review on antennas in mobile
phones for the past 15 years was carried out and a plan for the antenna system for the
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new generation phone is proposed in [24]. The effect of the body on the antenna system
in a phone was examined. It concluded the body had a detrimental impact on the
antenna system. The work proposed the use of MIMO antenna system in the mobile
phone to improve the system.
The studies highlighted so far have shown a negative impact of the hand on the antenna
in a mobile phone. In [25], a hand phantom was used to investigate efficiency, antenna
match and total radiated power (TRP) of a mobile phone, which showed the opposite.
The investigation showed that the hand phantom increased the TRP at lower band and
reduced TRP at higher band. It was concluded that this was due to the ability of the
hand phantom to extend the ground plane.
For OTA power measurements for mobile phones, the CTIA recommends the inclusion
of the hand phantom in the test procedure [2]. Some homogeneous hand phantoms
showing different phone grips were developed to be used in the OTA power
measurements. This was done to help standardize all measurements including the hand
phantom and phone grip. The CTIA hand phantom is gaining increased prominence in
today’s mobile communication field. The ICES TC34 SC2 working group is also
working on assessing the feasibility of including the hand phantom in the Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR) measurement standard [26].
In the work presented in this chapter, the CTIA hand is tested and compared to the
human hand. In all the literature reviewed the CTIA hand has not been tested to verify
how best it represents the human hand. In this work, the impact of the index finger
proximity to the antenna region of a phone with its antenna in the top back region was
tested. This work also investigates the effects a metallic ring worn on the index finger
has on the received power by the antenna compared to when the ring is not worn. The
work presented here is all experiment-based with participants with different hand sizes.
Both left and right hands were used in this experiment.
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4.3 Experimental setup for comparison of CTIA Hand Phantom and
Different Human Hands
The purpose of this study was to answer the following questions
1. How well does the CTIA phantom hand compare to real human hands when
conducting OTA power measurements?
2. What effect does the hand size and index finger location have on OTA power
measurements?
3. Does a metallic ring on the index finger have an effect on OTA power
measurements?
4. Is there a difference between the left and right hand grips when conducting OTA
power measurements?

In the experiment carried out, personal information of the participants’ were neither
taken nor published in any part of this work. There is no image of the any participant
involved in this work. In the process of data storage, the participants were labelled with
numbers to keep their identity anonymous. The participants were well informed of the
experimental procedure. The experiment was carried out with the guideline of the
ICNIRP for radiation exposure.
The power level transmitted from the mobile phone was set at maximum level. The
maximum level is set according to the ICNIRP standard. This power level is within
guideline and it's a power level a mobile phone user can be exposed to under normal
working condition. Although the mobile phone is transmitting at maximum power, the
distance between the head and the mobile phone is about 60 cm. This drastically
reduces the SAR in the head.
The experiment was conducted in a semi-anechoic chamber at Loughborough
University. For the experiment, a Nokia 6220c mobile phone was used. The Nokia
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6220c was selected for this experiment because of the position of its antenna which is
located at the top back region of the phone. This is shown in the figure 4-1.

Antenna

Figure 4-1: Antenna location of the Nokia 6220c

The mobile phone was mounted on a rig using two thin cables and supported with a
block of ROHACELL® 31 HF[27]. The rig was kept in a fixed position in order to
reduce changing variables in the experiment. With the phone in a fixed position, the
participant’s hand position was the only changing factor. For communication with the
phone, a dipole antenna connected to an Agilent 8922A was used to simulate the base
station operating at GSM 1800, Chanel 512 (1710MHz). The phone was instructed to
transmit at maximum power. Figure 4-2 shows the setup of the base station and mobile
phone position.
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Dipole antenna
Base station simulator
Mobile phone

Phone holding
fixture

Figure 4-2: Measurement setup in the anechoic chamber

A broadband horn antenna connected to an Advantest R3182 spectrum analyzer was
positioned approximately 2m from the back of the phone. The photograph in Figure 4-2
was taken from the location of the horn antenna. The phone was set to transmission
level 1. At level 1, it communicates with the base station at maximum power. This
power from the phone was measured using the spectrum analyzer. The screenshot of the
spectrum analyzer measurement is shown in figure 4-3. The red dot is a marker for the
point where the power is measured at 1800MHz. The envelope around the point of
power resonance is the area over which measured power is averaged.
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Figure 4-3: Screenshot of the trace from the spectrum analyzer

Participants were asked to sit to the left of the mobile phone and to grip the phone with
their right hand. The same procedure was repeated with the left hand with the
participants sat to the right of the mobile phone. The stool on which the participants sat
was kept in the same location to ensure the participant’s bodies were approximately in
the same position with respect to the phone. The separation distance between the phone
and horn antenna was kept constant for the duration of the experiment. A schematic of
the setup for the experiment is shown in the figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4: Base station – Mobile Phone – Spectrum analyser interaction
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Thirty three participants took part in the experimental study. Measurements were taken
with and without a ring worn on the index finger. This ring used was metallic. The idea
of using a ring on the finger was to check how fashion accessories affect the phone
antenna. The index finger positions were carefully controlled using markers on the back
of the phone. Paper tape was fixed vertically along the centre of the back and marked
with three 10mm spacing. The top most position (Position 1) was directly over the
phone antenna and Position 4 was 30mm vertically down from the top region of the
antenna position. Figure 4-5 shows the mobile phone with the marking of each position
of the finger. Position 2 and Position 3 are between when the antenna is fully covered
and when the antenna is not covered (i.e. between Position 1 and Position 4
respectively).

Figure 4-5: Mobile phone with markings of finger positions

The participants were asked to hold the phone in a similar fashion to the CTIA hand
phantom SHO V2RB shown in figure 4-6 acquired from SPEAG. The hand phantom is
made from a silicon and carbon mixture with εr = 27 and σ = 0.99 S/m (±20%) at
1800MHz [2]. The key dimensions of the hand phantom in the grip position are given in
table 4-1 and a figure of the hand phantom from different views is shown in figure 4-6.
The height is the length of the hand and the width is the breadth of the hand.
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Hand dimension

Measured value (mm)

Height

205

Wrist width

61

Hand width

97

97 mm

Table 4-1: Dimension of the CTIA hand phantom [28]

205 mm

Figure 4-6: Back view and Front view of the CTIA hand phantom

To ensure the accuracy and repeatability of measurements taken under the same
condition, the point where the participants put their finger is marked. The setup is such
that the only moving part is the participant’s finger and body when they take a seat on
the stool provided. The result from the experiment varied due to different hand sizes
involved in the experiment. The index finger length involved in this experiment varied
from 7cm to 11.5cm.
Each of the thirty three participants had their index finger with and without a ring
placed on the 4 positions marked on the mobile phone and the received powers were
measured. This procedure was also carried out without the ring on the CTIA hand
phantom in the 4 positions. For the purpose of quantifying repeatability, the CTIA hand
phantom was measured twice. The maximum error between the two measurements with
the hand phantom was 1dB. In Section 4.4, the results from the experiment will be
presented and compared with that of the CTIA hand phantom.
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4.4 Analysis of Results
For the purpose of analysis, a measurement was taken with the mobile phone on the rig
setup and in communication with the base station simulator. This was done without a
participant in the setup and all subsequent measurements were normalised to this
measurement. The maximum power received at the horn antenna at the transmit
frequency was -4.37dBm.
The variation of the measured power from the mean is expressed as standard deviation.
The lower the standard deviation the closer the measured data to the mean of the data
and otherwise if the standard deviation is higher. The table below shows the standard
deviation of the measured power for all finger positions with and without a ring worn on
the index finger.

Left hand

Left hand - Ring

Right hand

Right hand - Ring

Position 1

2.29

2.37

1.88

1.99

Position 2

1.49

1.22

1.26

1.51

Position 3

1.20

1.14

1.12

1.03

Position 4

1.34

1.04

1.01

1.03

Table 4-2: Standard deviation of the measured power

Prior to the experiment, the measurement was repeated 4 times to check for repeatability.
The results showed the measurement was within 1dB of each other. The margin of error
for the measurements taken is shown in the table below.

Left hand

Left hand - Ring

Right hand

Right hand - Ring

Position 1

±0.78

±0.81

±0.64

±0.68

Position 2

±0.51

±0.42

±0.43

±0.51

Position 3

±0.41

±0.39

±0.38

±0.35

Position 4

±0.46

±0.36

±0.34

±0.35

Table 4-3: Margin error of the measured power
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The analysis of results will be broken down according to finger position (Position 1-4)
with and without ring. Also hand dimensions will be considered in understanding the
results.
To reduce the margin of error and changing variables in the experiment, the following
steps were taken:
 The positions of the equipment were marked in case it moved in order to
maintain same position in the experiment.
 The finger position was marked on the mobile phone to guide the participants
during experiments.
 The stool position was marked to maintain the same position during the
experiment.

In position 1, the index finger made contact with the region of the casing directly above
the antenna. Maximum received power measurements were taken with the left and right
index finger in position 1, in both cases with and without the ring on the index finger.
As far as possible, the participant was asked to replicate the CTIA hand grip. The set of
four results for each of the participants is plotted in Graph 4-1 along with the result for
the hand phantom. The received power is very low at position 1. This is due to the
finger being placed on top of the antenna region. Normalised to the maximum received
power without the participant, the hand phantom reading is -9.2dB and the average of
all measurements taken at position 1 is -9.0dB. The horizontal orange line shows the
hand phantom result to aid the visualization.
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Graph 4-1: All measured results compared to phantom hand at Position 1
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In position 2, the index finger is at the 10mm mark on the mobile phone. More of the
antenna is now exposed. The result for the measurements taken is shown in the graph 42. At this point, it can be observed that the measured received power is generally higher
compared to measurements taken from position 1. The normalised received power when
the hand phantom is in position 2 is -5.5dB and the average for all participants is -5.8dB.
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Graph 4-2 : All measured results compared to phantom hand at Position 2
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The graph 4-3 below shows received power when the finger is at position 3. At position
3, the index finger is 20mm from the top of the antenna region. At this point, a large
region of the antenna is exposed and there is less disruption. The normalised received
power at this position with the phantom hand is -2.9dB and the average for the human
hands is -2.6dB.
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Graph 4-3: All measured results compared to phantom hand at Position 3
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At position 4, the finger is hardly covering the antenna region of the phone. But the
hand still has an impact on the received power. At this point, the hand is 30mm away
from the top region of the antenna area. Graph 4-4 shows the normalised received
power when the human hand and phantom hand are at position 4. The received power
when the hand phantom is used is -2.1dB and the average for the human hands is -1.5dB.
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The average of power received for each position averaged over all participants is
compared to that of the phantom. Graph 4-5 shows a common trend in the increase of
power received as the hand moves away from the antenna region. There is good
agreement between the Participant average and the CTIA phantom hand.
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Graph 4-5: Change in received power from different finger position

The results of the measurements taken with the participant’s hands included left and
right hand with and without ring. The comparison of the average received power from
both hands under the two conditions is shown in the graph 4-6. The two hands showed
negligible difference on received power with and without the ring. When the ring was
placed on the ring finger, and the hand was gripping the phone, the proximity of the ring
to the antenna was greater than approximately 6cm. With this separation distance, the
ring does not seem to have any noticeable effect on the radiation characteristics of the
antenna. The proximity of the index finger has a much greater influence.
Since the mobile phone antenna is not symmetrical, one can expect it to behave
differently depending on whether it is held in the left or right hand. In this experiment,
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for both left and right hand, the index finger always touched the back of the phone in
the same four locations (positions 1 to 4). Even though the other fingers and palm were
in mirrored locations (for the left and right hands), their impact on the received power
was negligible compared to the location of the index finger tip. One could expect a

Norm. Rx. power (dB)

different result if the index finger position was offset to one side of the phone.
0
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-4
-6

Position 1

-8
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Position 3

-10
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-12
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With
Left
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With
Right

Graph 4-6: Average received power for 4 finger positions

The normalised received power for each participant is plotted against that participant’s
index finger length. This is done for both left and right hands, and the four index finger
positions (1 to 4). Graph 4-7 shows the lines of best fit for each of the four index finger
positions. In finger positions 1, 2 and 3, there is a marked decrease in the received
power as the finger length increases. In general, longer finger lengths are associated
with bigger hands. As a result, one can expect the footprint of the index finger on the
back of the phone to be larger for longer fingers. This would cause a larger disturbance
in the antenna’s near-field, thus leading to a reduction in the received power. At position
4, the index finger is clear of the antenna and so has less of an effect on its radiation
characteristics. Furthermore, for a larger hand, when the index finger is in position 4,
the palm is completely off the phone so the size of it becomes inconsequential.
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Graph 4-7: Trend of received power for different index finger lengths

4.5 Conclusion

This study has looked at how the user’s hand holding a mobile phone affects the power
transmitted from it. There is a significant reduction in the power received at the
spectrum analyser when the user’s finger is placed directly over the phone antenna.
This is to be expected and is consistent with the findings of the reviewed papers. It
should be kept in mind that a drop in the received power at the spectrum analyser does
not necessarily mean a reduction in the transmitted power. This can only be established
by monitoring the power fed to the antenna or by measuring the full 3D far-field
radiation pattern. The latter was not possible on health and safety grounds as well as the
time constraints of the participants. Nevertheless, following other simulation based
studies elsewhere, it can be assumed that there will be significant drop in radiated power
due to antenna mismatch and efficiency degradation. The normalised average received
power was -9dB, which is a significant reduction; in some cases, the received power
dropped by approximately 15dB.
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The study also looked at whether the choice of left or right hand gripping the mobile
phone has any effect on the received power at the spectrum analyser. In this instant,
there was negligible difference. For antennas and index finger locations that are
significantly non-symmetric about the centre of the phone, one can expect the antenna
behaviour to vary. This is based on the observation of what happens when the index
finger covers, or even partly covers the antenna element.
Another aspect investigated was the effect a ring worn on the index finger has on the
received power at the spectrum analyser. No noticeable effect was observed. It can be
surmised that metallic finger rings, when located away from the radiating element, has
very little impact on the antenna performance. If the antenna is positioned at the bottom
of the phone, a ring on the wedding ring finger would be very close to the radiating
element and may have an influence on the antenna performance. With the increasing
number of antennas required by modern phones, antenna placement at the bottom of the
handset has become common place. This could be an avenue for investigation in the
future.
Finally, this study also tried to verify the suitability of the CTIA hand phantom to
represent human hands in OTA mobile phone measurements. Averaging results over 33
participants, the CTIA hand phantom provided a very close match. As highlighted by
the significant deviations from the average value (as much as 15dB reductions in
received power), the mobile phone antenna is very sensitive to the location of the index
finger. For a majority of people who use the index finger at the back of the phone style
grip, the index finger is most likely to be placed in broadly defined region at the top of
the phone. This region extends from the middle to the edge of the phone where the
bottom three fingers are located. This comes from the tendency of the user to press the
speaker, which is located centrally on the reverse side of the phone into the ear using the
index finger. However, for this particular CTIA hand model, the index finger will
always be located in a central line of any small to medium width phone placed in it.
Therefore, it is possible that for antenna designs that are heavily biased to one side of
the mobile phone body, the CTIA hand phantom may significantly underestimate the
level of detuning. This must be considered when carrying out OTA measurements.
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5 Isolation of the On-body channel
using Selection Combining at 2.4
GHz
5.1 Introduction

This chapter examines a method for determining the importance of the on-body channel
[1] in short range wireless communications at 2.4GHz. The method examines selection
combining [2] for experiments with and without a human but using duplicated
geometries.
2.4GHz is an ISM band [3] that is used by many different types of services, for example
Wi-Fi [4] and Bluetooth [5]. Both 802.11 and Bluetooth have been discussed
extensively as candidates for body area networks (BANs) and it is therefore a
reasonable choice of frequency.
In these experiments a human was used rather than the phantoms discussed in chapter 3,
Section 3.6 in relation to the hands free kit. Phantoms have a drawback in that they do
not have a fat-layer and a skin-layer [6]. On-body antennas need to be stable regardless
of the thickness of the fat/skin layer and therefore a human volunteer was advantageous.
A particular goal of on-body antennas is that they should be omnidirectional [7].
However, because the body absorbs a great deal of the energy radiated by any antenna
close to it, in essence blocking part of the far-field pattern omnidirectionality is
generally impossible. A possible solution therefore is to have more than one antenna
located on different spots on the body and achieve a better antenna by superposition.
This has the advantage of allowing some form of space diversity [8]. Two or more
antennas can then be combined to improve the characteristics of the channel.
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5.2 Body centric measurement
Advances in technology have made it possible to have wearable hardware for
communication and sensing incorporated in the personal area network (PAN) and body
area network (BAN). Body centric communication systems play a very important role in
the fourth generation communication system (4G) [7] . To support antenna and
propagation research on wireless personal area networks, the IEEE 802.15
standardization group was established [9]. Applications have been applied to athletes,
paramedics, fire-fighters and military personnel. This can be seen as a trend triggered by
innovation in mobile phones [7].
Extensive research has been done in body centric communications [7], [9–15]. It was
concluded in [7] that the monopole is the best for on-body propagation in comparison to
top loaded monopole and PIFA antenna. Also in [7] , it was suggested that antennas that
direct their radiation along the body surface with appropriate polarisation are needed for
on-body links. It was further explained that this is a generalized view. Specifying the
radiation pattern requirement for a system is difficult. For maximum path gain, links
between antennas on-body should have monopolar like pattern with polarisation
oriented normal to the body surface.
In carrying out on-body measurements, various approaches have been followed. Some
researchers opt for simulation packages combined with mathematically modelled
phantoms [16–18] while some have used real phantoms filled with tissue simulating
liquid to represent various parts of the body [19–22]. Several experiments have also
been seen using volunteers for the on-body measurement [11], [23], [24]. All these
methods have helped understand and improve technology development for body area
network. In [25–27], antennas were worn on volunteers for experiments on fading
interactions with various environments. In [28], a simulator was used for the on-body
measurement with various movements. This gives the opportunity to perform the
experiment while changing different variables to suit the environment expected for the
experiment. In [29], a phantom was used to check the performance of antennas in a
multipath environment. The experiment was done in a reverberation chamber for
repeatability. The employment of a phantom reduces variation in results attributed to
movement of the body. In [21], a study was done to determine the effects of antenna
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proximity to the body. This was done using rectangular and cylindrical phantoms to
represent the human torso and compared with results obtained using volunteers. The
experiment showed that a cylindrical phantom can be used to represent the human torso
in a situation where repeatability in experiment is important.
Embedding of technology on and in the body is a growing trend in the field of mobile
communications [30]. The human body introduces undesirable effect to the antenna in
the near field. This is important in terms of safety and electronic performance.
On body radio propagation has helped improve telemedicine. Patients can be monitored
without coming in contact with a doctor. Telemedicine system can be categorised in two
systems, the system on the body surface and the one internal with implants in the body
[12]. In [31], work was done on an infant telemeter. It was concluded a loop antenna in
best for communication in an on-body system. The different body centric applications
combined with global positioning system (GPS), navigation system, cellular, Bluetooth
and UWB has made it possible to achieve the low power signal budget using body
centric antennas [32].

5.3 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
Buildings and trees affect the line of sight of communication thereby causing path loss,
reflection, scattering and fading. The signals tend to be scattered by the environment so
that when they reach the receiver there are multiple versions of the same signal each
with slightly different phase and amplitude. Phase differences cause smearing of the
signal. MIMO antenna systems provide a partial solution to this problem.
MIMO is a radio system where there may be multiple antennas at both the transmitting
and receiving sides. The signals can be combined to form a stronger signal or compared
with a sample of the original signal sent. In the case where the signal is compared, the
signal with the highest correlation with the sample of the original signal is selected to be
received. These sent signals are orthogonal to each other to avoid interference.
MIMO systems can be seen as an expansion to smart antennas [33]. Smart antennas are
antennas that use antenna arrays and programming technology to improve antenna
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capability. MIMO systems which are sometimes referred to as volume to volume
systems [33] and have emerged as one of the most important technological advances in
wireless communication. It has given opportunity for increasing data rate and reducing
bit error rate (BER) and inter-symbol interference (ISI) in communication. MIMO
technology has been used in commercial wireless and network products such as
broadband wireless systems, wireless local area network and beyond.
There are three popular forms of Multiple Antenna systems. They are as follows:

5.3.1

Multiple Input Single Output (MISO)

A MISO system is made up of multiple antennas on the transmitter and an antenna on
the receiver.

Figure 5-1: A Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) system.
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5.3.2

Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO)

A SIMO system is made up of a single antenna on the transmitter and multiple antennas
on the receiver.

Figure 5-2: A Single Output Multiple Input (SIMO) system.

5.3.3

Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)

A MIMO system is made up of multiple antennas on both the receiver and transmitter.

Figure 5-3: A Multiple Input Multiple Output System (MIMO) system.
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MIMO systems exploit the channel in two ways, using diversity and transmission of
several parallel channels [34].

5.4 Multipath and On-body antennas

The wavefront from an omnidirectional antenna expands as the surface of a sphere with
radius r where r is the distance between the antenna and the point at which the
wavefront is measured. Although omnidirectional antennas are difficult to realise the
general behaviour of an RF signal is that it expands (grows wider) as the range increases.
In the channel, each part of the wavefront will encounter objects that reflect, refract,
diffract and interact with the signal. The single wavefront from a transmitting antenna
therefore becomes many duplicated wavefronts each having the same content but each
with its own attenuation and phase characteristics. At the receiver these separate
wavefronts combine and interfere both constructively and deconstructively. The
phenomena is called multipath and the result at the receiver is called multipath
interference [35] or multipath fading.
Typically delay spread is a characteristic used to determine the amount of multipath
present. Delay spread can be described as the time between the arrival of the strongest
signal and the last reflected signal. Typical values for delay spread are < 50ns for homes,
~100ns in offices, ~200 – 300ns for manufacturing floors [36]. In multipath we
sometimes see signal nulling. This occurs when the reflected waves occur exactly out of
phase with the main signal and thus null it out completely [36]. The problem can be
partially overcome using more than one antenna with some form of diversity.

5.5 Overview of Diversity schemes

Diversity gain can be defined as the improvement in average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
from a combination of signals from a diversity antenna system compared to the SNR
from one antenna is the same system [37]. When signals are received, they experience a
fluctuation in signal level. This variation experienced in signal level is called fading.
Diversity is a way of combatting fading when sending and receiving signal in a wireless
environment. Diversity schemes provide multiple inputs and aim for uncorrelated fading
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at the receiving antennas. The degree of non-correlation of the signal is important to
combatting fading in the end result of the receiver. There are two types of fading: longterm and short-term fading. Long term fading is caused by obstruction from building
and natural features [35]. It represents long term variation in received power level. It is
determined by the local mean of a fast fading signal. Short term fading is as a result of
constructive and destructive combination of multipath. It is referred to as a rapid change
in the received signal in space, time and frequency.
To reduce long-term fading, macroscopic diversity is used and to reduce short-term
fading, microscopic diversity is used [38]. For the purpose of this work, short-term
fading is of interest and microscopic diversity was used to combat the effect of
multipath at the receiver. In microscopic diversity, two or more antennas or multiple
frequencies on the same antennas are required. There are six diversity schemes
applicable with the multiple antenna or frequencies. These are space, frequency,
polarisation, field component, angle and time [39]. All of these six seek to separate the
antennas so that they each interact with a different part of the wavefront.
Space diversity then allows us to sample the wavefront at different points using
separated antennas at differing positions on the body. In the experiments described later
two receiving antennas were used. The next stage involved selecting one of two
channels. The process of selection is called combining. Later experiments were carried
out to gauge the effect of the on-body channel on combining.
For the purpose of this research space diversity is considered. Space diversity is the
physical separation of the antennas by a distance to provide signals with low correlation
in their fading and avoid coupling in the antennas. It is easy to implement and requires
no frequency spectrum resources. This space diversity will be used along with the
combining technique called selective combining.
There are four combining schemes that can be used with the listed diversity schemes.
These are selective combining, switched combining, maximal ratio combining and
equal gain combining [39].
In [7], [40] and [41], diversity was investigated. The transmitter was connected to the
belt and the receiver to the chest, back, wrist, head and ankle position. In [7], selection
combining (SC), equal gain combining (EGC) and maximal ratio combining (MRC)
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were tested with the transmitter on the belt and the receiver on the head and ankle. It
was discovered that the best diversity technique was when the transmitter was on the
belt and the receiver was on the head using the MRC. This was achieved using a
monopole antenna. In [40], diversity gain was measured using monopoles, printed
inverted F antenna and planar inverted F antenna. The MRC proved to be the best
combining technique. The printed-IFA gave better results hence concluding that the
orientation of the antenna is important in diversity gain. In [41], diversity measurement
was carried out on body. Space diversity and pattern diversity was investigated on the
body. With the space diversity, SC, EGC and MRC were applied. The result concluded
as given in [7] that the MRC is a better diversity combining scheme with on-body
propagation. In the pattern diversity in [41], an annular slot monopole antenna was used.
The radiation pattern pointed away from the body surface. The MRC gave the better
diversity combining technique. However, the diversity gain was lower compared with
the space diversity technique. Again from [7], [40] and [41], it can be concluded that
diversity reduces fading and useful gain can be achieved by using small antenna pairs
with small spacing.
In [40] and [41], multipath was taken into consideration. In [40], the diversity
measurement was done in the chamber, lab and office. The office gave the best diversity
gain result. This is due to the rich multipath presence. In [41], the diversity gain was
higher in the laboratory than the anechoic chamber and office. [41] used printed IFA
with pattern diversity while [40] used monopole with spatial diversity. In [29], the
performance of on-body antenna was tested in a repeatable multipath environment. The
path gain was measured using the |S21| data between the two antennas connected to a
phantom. This was done using two sets of five different antennas. It was concluded that
efficient communication over the body surface is possible if the antenna radiates
tangential to the tissue surface regardless of the environment.

5.6 Selection combining (SC)

SC is a simple diversity technique. In this technique, the strongest signal from the
diversity branch is selected at the receiver. The more branches the higher the probability
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of a better signal at the receiver. In this work, a two-branch diversity system will be
considered. The selection combining for a two-branch system can be described
mathematically by:
𝑠 ,
𝑠𝑘 = � 1𝑘
𝑠2𝑘,

𝑖𝑖 |𝑠1𝑘 | > |𝑠2𝑘 |
𝑖𝑖 |𝑠2𝑘 | > |𝑠1𝑘 |

5.1

Where, 𝑠1𝑘 and 𝑠2𝑘 are decision variables at the first and second diversity path and 𝑠𝑘

is the decision variable at the output of the receiver.

SC is shown in the figure 5-4 for a two-branch diversity receiver.

If A > B then
A, Else B

B

Figure 5-4: Selection Combining for a 2-branch diversity system

5.6.1

Background work on selection combining

Selection combining is commonly used in receivers because it is economical to
implement [42], [43]. The effect of noise on the switching rate between two branches
was considered in [44]. This was studied in a noisy environment using Rayleigh and
Rician fading. The switching rate between a noisy and noise free environment was
compared. It was concluded that the switching rate is greater in a noisy environment
than a noise-free environment. SC effect was compared in different modulation schemes
in [45]. In [45], selection combining is chosen over other diversity techniques because
of its simplicity, easy implementation and reduced power consumption in the receiver.
A performance analysis of SC in an indoor mobile communication environment was
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performed in [46]. The SNR and system reliability were considered. It was concluded
the SNR improved as the number of diversity branch is increased. SNR was also
improved with only one extra path. This also applies to the reliability of the system in
an indoor environment. In [47], the theoretical and measured

SC for four dipole

antenna with 2λ spacing between them was computed. The cumulative distribution
function of the theoretical and measured SC had a 1dB difference. It showed the
predictability of the SC by theory. SC in the experiment would therefore be predicted
and compared with results for validation purposes.
The simplicity in SC has made it possible to combine it with other diversity techniques
to achieve better signal. In [48], [49], the SC was combined with maximal ratio
combining

to improve received signal. This system was called a hybrid

selection/maximal ratio combining system. The SC was achieved by having a multiple
antennas on each branch. When the SC is carried out on each branch the next stage was
to perform MRC on the result from the branches. It was concluded that the system
provided improved performance without requiring additional electronics and power
compared with the combination of the SC and MRC is referred to as generalized
selection combining (GSC) [2], [50–54]. With GSC, the signal to noise ratio was
calculated in [52] this was later modified for non-identical Rayleigh fading statistics in
[53]. In [55], the SC was combined with MRC for arrays of antennas working in the
millimetre wave band for an indoor wireless channel. The system takes the advantage of
arranging multiple antennas on a small surface. Combination of selection combining
with channel models is being investigated. In [56], SC is analysed in a Nakagami-m
fading channel. It was also investigated in [57] using a Rayleigh fading channel. [58]
investigated it over a Weibull fading channel.
In an on-body system, there is complexity in the antenna-body interaction [59]. These
effects include near-field coupling, radiation pattern fragmentation, and a shift in
antenna impedance which will overall affect the efficiency and reliability of the system
[60]. In [59], communication between on-body antennas and off-body antennas was
investigated using various diversity technique in an indoor environment at 868MHz
while the body was in motion. The cross-correlation between signals received on
different branches on the body was measurement to be less than 0.6. In [8] and [58],
measurement and simulation of on-body antenna with various diversity techniques was
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carried out at 868MHz. The cross-correlation between branched was less than 0.7 and
the diversity gain increased as the experiment moved from the anechoic to a multipath
environment.
The use of diversity schemes with wearable antenna is tested in [62] using selection
combining (SC) and maximal ratio combining (MRC). Multiple wearable textile
antennas are integrated on the garment of a firefighter. The antennas were positioned in
front and the back of the jacket. The test was carried indoors. The firefighter walked
around in a room where there was line of sight and no line of sight with the transmitter.
The work showed that diversity scheme gives an advantage of improving performance
of on-body antenna system.
SC is chosen for this work based on its simplicity. The results will be used to further
establish coupling effects with the human body during communication.

5.7 Monopole antenna on a circular ground plane

The antenna sets constructed for the on-body measurement consisted of two identical
quarter-wavelength monopole antennas on an isolated circular ground plane. The
circular ground plane minimised unwanted surface corner reflections due to less than
infinite ground plane size. The monopole perpendicular to the surface of the body is
known to produce surface waves that interact well with human tissue [63]. Isolation
using a 50mm thick polystyrene disk lifted the antenna a repeatable distance off the skin.
The antenna was built to resonate at 2.4GHz. The resonant wavelength is given by
𝜆=

𝑐
𝑓

5.2

Where 𝜆 (𝑚) is the wavelength, 𝑐 is the speed of light (3 × 108 𝑚/𝑠) and 𝑓 (𝐻𝐻) is
frequency. With the equation above, the wavelength of an antenna operating at 2.4GHz

is ≈ 0.125m. For a quarter wavelength monopole antenna, the antenna length is ideally
31.25mm. The ground plane of the antenna is made circular. This helps avoid corner
effects introduced by more typical rectangular shaped ground planes and makes the
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antenna independent in azimuthal alignment with the body part to which is will be
attached. After some initial simulations the ground plane is set at 100mm diameter. This
is set to meet the requirement of the ground plane being a minimum of a quarterwavelength [64] and also for convenience when mounting it on the body. The ground
plane was built from a one sided copper FR4 substrate. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the
dimension of the antenna.
Ground Plane

31 mm

29.3 mm

Monopole

30.8 mm

U.FL
Connector

1.2 mm
7 mm
7.9 mm
100 mm

Figure 5-5: Top view of the monopole antenna

Figure 5-6: Side view of the monopole antenna

The antenna was simulated using the Empire XCcel EM simulation package [65]. In the
simulation package, the antenna was initially built with the FR4 substrate and a
monopole mounted in the centre with the feed from below the ground plane. The
antenna was later modified with ROHACELL® 31 HF to cover the monopole and the
source of the feed. This is referred to as solid air since ideally when clean it has little
effect on the antenna characteristics. The property of the ROHACELL® 31 HF is given
in the table 5-1.
Dielectric
ROHACELL® 31 HF

Permittivity ε r
1.05

Loss tangent δ

< 0.0002 @ 2.5GHz

Table 5-1: Rohacell properties

This was also simulated to check for any changes in the antennas characteristics. After
simulation with the ROHACELL® 31 HF, the antenna is simulated on the body. The
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antenna is tuned to work at 2.4GHz when attached to the body. For the simulation on
the body, the Brooks man was used to represent the human body. The Brooks man has
the whole body details of a human being with all the organs well detailed for simulation
purposes. Adjustments were made to the height of the monopole antenna to get the
antenna resonating at 2.4GHz on the body. The ROHACELL provided protection and
rigidity for the antennas which was important during measurement.
The |S11| of the simulated antenna with and without the ROHACELL® 31 HF is
compared to check the effect of the ROHACELL® 31 HF on the antenna on and off the
body. The result is presented in the graph shown in figure 5-7.
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|S11| with ROHACELL
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Figure 5-7: Simulated |S11| of a 𝛌�𝟒antenna simulated with and without the rohacell radome.

The -3dB bandwidth for the antenna is 43%. The results from the result showed the
antenna behaved alike with and without the rohacell. This showed the rohacell was
useful to provide more rigidity for the antenna but did not change the results in any
significant way.
The antenna was built in the Loughborough University Electronics workshop using the
parts simulated in Empire XCcel. A U.FL-SMT PCB receptacle connector was used in
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antenna. The choice of this connector was based on its size. The specifications of the
connector are given in appendix I. The antenna is shown in the figure 5-8 and 5-9
without and with the rohacell respectively.

Body Side up

Body Side down
Figure 5-8: Monopole antenna without rohacell

Body Side up

Body Side down
Figure 5-9: Monopole antenna with rohacell

The built antenna was then measured in the communication division’s small anechoic
chamber. In the simulations carried out, it was established that the ROHACELL had
insignificant effect on the antenna. For the purpose of this test in the anechoic chamber,
the rohacell used to protect the connector on the ground plane was removed. The
antenna efficiency and gain were checked. The |S11| and radiation pattern were
measured in free space. The figure 5-10 and 5-11 below show the antenna mounted on
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the support pole with the dimension of the support and the support pole above the
positioner in the anechoic chamber.

22.5cm

Figure 5-10: Monopole antenna mounted on the support pole

Figure 5-11: Monopole antenna mounted on the support pole in the anechoic chamber

From the measurement taken in the chamber, the |S11| for the antenna at 2.4GHz was
about -18dB. The efficiency of an antenna deals with the radiated power compared to
power delivered to the antenna. In the chamber, the radiation efficiency and total
efficiency of the antenna was checked. The radiation efficiency is the ratio of radiated
power to the input power of the antenna while total efficiency account for the loss in the
input terminal and within the antenna structure. The total efficiency of an antenna is less
than the radiated efficiency of the same antenna. Efficiency is mostly expressed as a
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percentage. The graph in figure 5-12 indicated the radiated and total efficiency of the
monopole antenna within a frequency range.
78
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Figure 5-12: Results of the radiated and total efficiency for a λ�4 monopole without radome.

The |S11| of the antenna is measured with and without the rohacell (RH) protective layer.
The built antenna has a higher |S11| than the simulated one. This can be due to material
and connectors used to build the antenna. Figure 5-13 shows the |S11| for the simulated
and built antenna with and without the RH protector.
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Figure 5-13: |S11| from simulation and built antenna with and without rohacell

The results for the measured monopole were similar but not the same as the simulations.
It was seen that the antenna was more inductive than expected (longer) and therefore
resonated at the lower frequency. Also it was seen that the Q of the antenna was poorer
by approximately 10dB. These differences were thought to be caused mainly by cabling
and soldered joints on the monopole that were not simulated. However a resonant point
of -17dB and resonance close to 2.4GHz was reasonable and therefore the antenna was
not tuned again. Efficiency for this experiment was not critical but measured results of
75% or more did validate that the antenna was radiating. The built antenna had a shift in
frequency response to a lower frequency but with the 10dB bandwidth range, it still
worked properly at 2.4GHz. An increase of around 10dB is noticed in the simulated and
built antenna. The radiation pattern of the antenna with and without the rohacell
protection was obtained in the anechoic chamber. This result is shown in the figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14: Measured radiation patterns of the monopole antenna with and without rohacell (RH)

The radiation pattern in the figure 5-14 is for the co-polar and cross-polar plane at 0°
and 90° for measurement in the anechoic chamber. The results show the rohacell has
minimal effect on the antenna’s normal working state.
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5.8 Support Rig for On-body/Off-body Combining two channel SIMO
system

For the measurement to be repeatable in the same position in the on/off-body position, a
non-metallic support rig was built for the antenna. The rig supports the antenna in the
shoulder and waist region. The rig was constructed from wood and nylatron material.
The rig is shown in the figure 5-15. In subsequent work, the rig will be seen supporting
the antennas in different positions relative to the body.

98.5 cm

190 cm

Waist
Positioner

43 cm

Shoulder
Positioner

Stand

37 cm
52 cm

Figure 5-15: Support rig for the antennas.
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5.9 Experimental setup

The communication system in this experiment is a multiple antenna system. The system
is built with one transmitting antenna and two receiving antennas.
For the experiment, three different environments were used. The communications
laboratory, the corridor and the centre for mobile communications research (CMCR)
office. For the purpose of identification, the measurement in the communications
laboratory is labelled MIL, measurement on the corridor is labelled MOC and the
measurement in the CMCR office is labelled MIO. The transmitting antenna was a horn
antenna. Two of the designed monopole antennas were used for the receiver. The
geometry of each environment is shown in the figures 5-16, 5-17 and 5-18.

4.6 m

RX Antenna

TX Antenna

7.16 m

8.31 m

Figure 5-16: Layout of the CMCR laboratory with the antenna positioning (MIL).
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RX Antenna

TX Antenna

2.2 m

30.78 m

4.6 m

Figure 5-17: Layout of the corridor with the antenna positions for the experiment (MOC).

15.20 m

TX Antenna

RX Antenna

5.11 m

4.6 m

Figure 5-18: Layout of the CMCR research office and the antenna positions for the experiment (MIO).

The receiving antennas were mounted on the rig with a combination of positions
between the shoulder and the waist. In total, a combination of six positions were
obtained for the experiment. The six positions are left shoulder and right shoulder, left
shoulder and right waist, left shoulder and left waist, right shoulder and right waist,
right shoulder and left waist and left waist and right waist. The distance between each
point on the body is shown in Figure 5-19 below.
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50 cm

RX

RX

41 cm

56
c

m

RX

RX

34.5 cm

Figure 5-19: The human body with the distance between the antennas in all alignment.

Figure 5-20 and 5-21 shows the alignment listed above. The support rig was used to
achieve same position when the antennas were measured in the on and off body mode.

RX

RX

RX

RX

RX

RX

Figure 5-20: Antenna alignment for the on/off-body the experiments to be carried out in the different environments.
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RX

RX

RX

RX

RX

RX

Figure 5-21: Antenna alignment for the on/off-body the experiments to be carried out in the different environments.

The experiment was carried out at 2.4GHz. An HP 8350 signal generator was used to
transmit power to the antenna. Due to the power limitation of the signal generator, a
power of 10.5dBm was transmitted. The received power in the antennas was measured
using a LeCroy SDA 18000. The serial data analyser (SDA) is set to measure the
received power in the two monopole antennas attached to its channel 1 and channel 2
simultaneously. The antennas are connected to the LeCroy SDA 18000 using 3m long
RG316 cables. The cable specification can be found in the appendix. Channels 1 and 2
are set to respond to a maximum frequency of 6GHz. The sampling rate is set as
500kS/s. To select the narrowband of the signal, the transmitted power was measured
with the receiving antenna attached to the Advantest R3182 spectrum analyser. The
narrowband was set at 134kHz based on the signal strength. A picture showing the
antenna connected in the left waist and right waist alignment in the on-body
measurement is shown in the figure 5-22 along with an off-body alignment of the
antennas on the support rig. In figure 5-22, RG316 cables can be seen connecting the
antennas to the LeCroy SDA 18000.
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Figure 5-22: On-body alignment of the body and off-body alignment.

A schematic of the layout for the setup of the on/off-body measurement is shown in the
figure 5-23.

Horn Antenna
connected to
Signal
Generator

Monopole
Antenna on
the rig
connected to
LeCroy SDA
18000

4.6 m

Figure 5-23: Schematic of the transmitting and receiving antennas

The distance between the transmitting horn antenna and the pole of the rig is maintained
at 4.6m in all the environments. The receiving antenna was place at such distance to
ensure it was in the far field region. Far field region also known as the Fraunhofer
region is the region of the antenna field where the angular field distribution is
independent of the distance from the antenna [66]. The Fraunhofer region is
2𝐷2
𝑅>
𝜆

5.3
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𝑅 is the distance between the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna

𝐷 is the maximum dimension on the antenna
𝜆 is the wavelength.

The maximum dimension in the monopole antenna is 10cm and for the horn antenna the
maximum dimension is 24.5cm. From the result,

2𝐷 2
𝜆

is approximately 0.96m. This

shows the distance between the transmitting and receiving antenna 4.6m is the far field.

Each measurement was taken for 300 seconds giving 15,000 power points in each
channel. This was at a sample rate of 50 times per second (50Hz). Measurements were
repeated three times for each of the six paths. In the entire test environment, during
on/off-body measurement only two individuals were in the room. One individual
controlled the LeCroy SDA 18000 while the other stood by the rig for the on-body
measurement. Figure 5-24 below is a schematic of the experiment carried out.

Figure 5-24: Schematic for the layout of the experiment.

While the off body measurements were carried out, the two individuals stood by the
LeCroy SDA 18000. Figure 5-25 is a screen shot of the measurement from the SDA
attached to the receiving antennas. C1 and C2 represent the continuous waves received
from the transmitter by the antennas attached to the SDA. F1 and F2 show the power
level for the received signal at C1 and C2 respectively.
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Figure 5-25: Screen shot of the LeCroy SDA 18000

In the environments the experiments were carried out, a 2-person presence was
maintained. While carrying out the on-body measurements, one person stood by the rig
and the other operated the LeCroy SDA 18000. During the off-body measurement, the
two individuals were by the machine. This was done to reduce variables during the
experiment. The results from the data collected from the measurements in different
positions and locations will be presented in Section 5.10.

5.10 Results

There have been several interesting papers on the on-body channel [67], [68] and a
variety of models have been put forward to describe the propagation characteristics of
communication channels close to the body. For close to the body communications
scenarios at 2.4GHz the on-body channel can be thought of as comprising of four parts
namely, a line of sight component, a component due to scattering in the immediate
environment, a creeping wave on the surface of the body and a radio wave that travels
through the body. It is now generally accepted that only the first two components
contribute significantly to the energy at the receiver. This is because energy absorption
by the body itself is significant and the fact that propagation over the surface of the
body is sharply attenuated [69].
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As has been stated in Section 5.9, this experiment is concerned with SIMO [70] and
seeks to determine the effectiveness of SIMO with one transmitter off the body and two
receivers on the body in improving short range communications links close to humans.
The experimental setup is shown in Section 5.9. In this set of measurement
approximately 540,000 power points were gathered. An average of three values was
taken for all points. The results show selection combining performed on the received
power in the 2 antennas. The results will be shown according to location of experiment
and there will be a comparison of results taken for different alignment.
An example of the results for a selection combining performed on the received power
obtained for 300 seconds is shown in the figure 5-26.
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channel 2
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-65
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Figure 5-26: Results for 300 seconds of power measurement taken in 2 channels and selection combining carried out

For the result that will be shown, only a time sector of the data will be plotted. This will
help show the variation in received power over time and the selection-combining plot.
For the results shown in the following section, measured power between 160 seconds
and 180 seconds was plotted. This 20 seconds of data amounted to 1000 measured
power points. To show that 20 seconds of data can represent the 300 seconds record,
self-similarity test were carried out. The idea of a self-similarity test was first introduced
in [71]. Self-similarity occurs when a shape or object can be recreated from part of the
data used to create the original shape or object. It is a reduced scale of the main object.
To test for self-similarity, two parts of the data is used to test if the original object can
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be recreated. If this occurs, self-similarity is possible from the data gathered. In the
experiment carried out for the on/off-body selection combining, a large range of data
was gathered. To make the information gathered more visible and readable, the data was
cut into chunks. To confirm that a chunk of the data gather will properly represent the
whole data, a self-similarity test was carried out. For the test, a range of 1000:2000 and
8000:9000 was compared to the 0:15000 points. The plot of the data is shown in the
figure 5-27. This plot of the data shows that the information complies with the selfsimilarity test.
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Figure 5-27: Self-similarity test using data from selection combining from the left shoulder to right shoulder

Some abbreviations will be adopted to clarify results. These abbreviations are shown in
table 5-2.
Abbreviations

Meaning

RS
LS
RW
LW
SC
MIL
MOC
MIO

Right Shoulder
Left Shoulder
Right Waist
Left Waist
Selection Combining
Measurement In the Laboratory
Measurement On the Corridor
Measurement In the Office
Table 5-2: Table of Abbreviations
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5.11 Results of MIL
The results from the six-antenna orientation on/off-body are presented in this section.
The set up for the experiment is as described in the experimental setup. The measured
power in each channel is shown along with the result after selection combining has been
carried out. The graphs below show a part of the results of the selection combining
carried out.
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Figure 5-28: LS and RS off-body selection combining
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Figure 5-29: LS and RS on-body selection combining
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Left Shoulder and Right Waist Off-body Selection Combining
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Figure 5-30: LS and RW off-body selection combining
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Figure 5-31: LS and RW on-body selection combining

For the MIL off-body measurements, the RS and RW alignment gave the maximum
average received power for both channels and its selection combining. The least average
power is received in the LS and RW alignment for both channels and its selection
combining. For the on-body measurement in the MIL, the RS and RW also give the
average maximum power for both channels and its SC. In the off-body measurement of
the MIL, the maximum average received power was in channel 2 for four of the six
alignments except the LS&RW and LS&LW. But in the on-body measurement for MIL,
the maximum average receive power was in channel 2 for five of the six alignments
except LW&RW.
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5.12 Result of MOC

Parts of the results from the selection combining performed in the six-antenna position
measure on the corridor are presented in the graphs below. These results are extracted
from a from a 300 seconds measurement taken. 20 seconds of the measured power in
channels 1 and 2 is presented along with the result when selection combining is
performed.
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Figure 5-32: LS and LW off-body selection combining
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Figure 5-33: LS and LW on-body selection combining
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Right Shoulder and Right Waist Off-body Selection Combining
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Figure 5-34: RS and RW off-body selection combining
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Figure 5-35: RS and RW on-body selection combining

For the MOC off-body measurements, the maximum average received power for
channel 1 was from the LW&RW alignment while the maximum average received
power in channel 2 was from LS&LW alignment. The LS&LW alignment had the
maximum average power for the selection combining. For the on-body measurements,
the maximum average received power in channel 1 was received in the LW&RW
alignment while the maximum average received power in channel 2 was received in the
LS&LW alignment. The maximum average power for selection combining results also
came from the LS&LW alignment. The LS&LW alignment had the maximum average
received power for all the channels and the selection combining. The maximum average
power in the MOC off-body came from channel 1 in four of the six alignments except
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for the LS&LW and RS&RW. For the on-body MOC, three of the six alignments had
the maximum average in channel 1.

5.13 Results of MIO
The results presented here are measured in the CMCR office. The office has an open
plan layout with 12 workstations and 2 racks for server system. The experiment was
carried out when no students were present. A distance of 4.6 metres was maintained
between the transmitter and receiver rig similar to the other experiment. The graphs
below show a part of the on/off-body power measurement in the six different
alignments.
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Figure 5-36: RS and LW off-body selection combining
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Figure 5-37: RS and LW on-body selection combining
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Left Waist and Right Waist Off-body Selection Combining
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Figure 5-38: LW and RW on-body selection combining
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Figure 5-39: LW and RW on-body selection combining

For MIO off-body, the maximum average received power for channel 1 was from the
RS&RW alignment while the maximum average received power for channel 2 came
from the LS&LW alignment. The maximum average power for selection combining
also came from the RS&RW alignment. For the on-body measurements, the maximum
average power for channel 2 came from the LS&RW alignment. The maximum average
power for the selection combining was from the RS&RW. In MIO, for the off-body
measurements channel 2 had the maximum average power for five of the six alignments
except RS&RW. While in the on-body measurement, channel 1 had the maximum
average power in all six alignments.
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5.14 Results of the Selection Combining On/Off-body for MIL
The results in this section are a comparison of the selection combined on-body and offbody measured power. The comparison of the results for the SC for MIL indicates that
for all six alignments, the system performed better on the body. The on-body power
measurement was on average 2.5dB better than the off-body measurement. The result
presented is a 20 second section from the 300 seconds of collected data. The graphs
below show a part of the selection combining for the six antenna alignments.
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Figure 5-40: LS and RS selection combining
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Figure 5-41: LS and RW selection combining
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5.15 Results of the Selection Combining On/Off-body for MOC
The selection combined result for the on/off-body measurements taken on the corridor
is presented in this section. The results for the comparison of the on/off body
measurement for MOC for the six alignments indicate that the system performance
fluctuated with change in antenna alignment. There is no clear indication if the system
was better on-body or off-body. In this situation, the environment is assumed to have
more impact on the system than the body. The graphs below show a part of the results
from selection combined outcome for the six antenna alignment.
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Figure 5-42: LS and LW selection combining
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Figure 5-43: RS and RW selection combining
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5.16 Results of the Selection Combining On/Off-body for MIO
The selection combined result for on/off-body measured power in the office is presented
in this section. The results show that the performance of the system on and off body had
no significant difference. It can be deduce that the environment plays a major role in the
effect on the received power. The graphs below show a part of the six-antenna
alignment for on/off-body.
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Figure 5-44: RS and LW selection combining
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Figure 5-45: LW and RW selection combining
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5.17 Tabular summary of the average received and Selection Combining
power

In this section, the average of the power received on/off-body is presented along with
the average power after selection combining. The variation in power from each
environment is shown clearly with the tabular format presented.
For table 5-4 and 5-5 the images used to represent the off-body and on-body are shown
in table 5-3.

Off-body system with the four possible
antenna positions.

On-body system with the four possible
antenna positions.

Table 5-3: Description of the images used in table 5-4 and 5-5

Table 5-4 is a compilation of the average power received in the antennas for each
channel with the off-body. So also is the average power, after selection combining has
been carried out with the percentage improvement by selection combining when
compared to the channel with the highest mean.
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MIL(x10-9 W)

MOC(x10-9 W)

MIO(x10-9 W)

Ch1

Ch2

SC

SC
%

9.7

14.8

16.4

11

98.1

90.0

112.1

14

21.1

22.9

30.6

34

8.7

7.3

10.4

20

90.2

37.7

90.7

1

19.3

49.6

50.6

2

12.5

10.6

14.9

20

97.0

321.4

321.4

0

21.0

25.2

29.7

8

28.1

63.6

63.7

0

17.8

117.4

117.2

0

73.3

43.5

76.8

5

14.1

56.9

57.0

0

235.0

130.0

235.0

0

16.0

21.1

23.1

9

13.3

21.0

22.3

6

257.8

6.6

257.8

0

18.4

27.0

32.6

21

Ch1

Ch2

SC

SC
%

Ch1

Ch2

SC

SC %

Table 5-4: Average received power in channel 1, channel 2 and the average power after selection combining in the
off-body state
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Table 5-5 is an average of received power when the antenna is on-body. The average
power in channel 1 and channel 2 is stated. Also is the average power after selection
combining was carried out.
MIL(x10-9 W)

MOC(x10-9 W)

Ch1

Ch2

SC

SC
%

13.4

45.5

45.6

0

45.8

49.8

60.6

8.2

18.3

18.9

0

93.9

20.3

10.5

29.5

29.7

1

107.3

48.6

96.9

97.0

0

37.9

81.6

81.7

37.9

36.8

43.6

Ch1

Ch2

SC

SC %

MIO(x10-9 W)

SC %

Ch1

Ch2

SC

22

40.2

15.4

41.3

3

93.9

0

29.6

27.4

38.6

31

240.3

240.4

0

30.8

14.8

32.3

5

23.8

140.2

140.2

0

57.3

18.8

58.2

2

0

213.7

119.6

238.7

12

23.0

11.3

25.6

11

15

225.5

25.0

225.5

0

30.1

38.9

47.0

21

Table 5-5: Average received power in channel 1, channel 2 and the average power after selection combining in the
on-body state

5.18 Discussion of Results by Linear Comparison
Tables 5-4 and 5-5 provide the results in nW for all scenarios. Table 5-4 is the off-body
and Table 5-5 is the on-body. The icons in the left column are useful for quickly
identifying the scenario. A solid torso indicating on-body and a dotted torso indicating
off-body. As stated in Section 5.9 the position of the antennas in space for on and off
the body were as far as possible identical and therefore the only differences were due to
the human.
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5.19 Discussion of off-body Selection Combining
Of the 18 combinations measured for SC 12 showed a positive effect. As was
anticipated the worst scenario was the corridor where only one alignment; MOC LS &
RS showed benefits for SC. It is reasonable to assume that this was as a result of the
relative low scattering environment of the corridor.
Overall the best off-body environment was seen to be the office with a mean % benefit
of 13% for the six scenarios with the best being 34% and the worst being 2%.

5.20 Discussion of On-body Selection Combining
Of the 18 combinations measured 10 had a positive effect which is slightly worse than
the off-body case. The best scenario was again seen in the office where all results
showed benefits for SC of between 2% and 31%, which was similar to the off-body case.
The office was the richest of the three scenarios for scatters. It can reasonably be
concluded that environments rich in scatterers may ameliorate the effects of LOS due to
blocking by the body. In other words for on-body SC it is the environment that is
significant for beneficial SC.
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5.21 Comparisons between On- and Off-body scenarios

offbody
SC

Left
shoulder
and right
shoulder
Left
shoulder
and right
waist
Left
shoulder
and left
waist
Right
shoulder
and right
waist
Right
shoulder
and left
waist
Left
waist and
right
waist

MIL
onimprovement
body
%
SC

offbody
SC

MOC
onimprovement
body
%
SC

offbody
SC

MIO
onimprovement
body
%
SC

11

22

34

20

1

31

20

8

5

12

11

15
Table 5-6: Table showing the SC with the best improvement

From table 5-6, for the off-body scenarios there were 8 cases where SC was better and
for on-body there were only 4 cases. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that off-body
SC is generally better. This would seem to be either due to changes caused by the body
to the scattering environment or LOS. Note also that the best recorded SC was with LS
and RS in the MIO. The positions with no marks and improvement percentage indicates
even effects on the SC on-body and off-body.

5.22 Comparison of the probability density function (pdf) results in the
environments for each antenna alignment
The pdf results shown here are a comparison of the off/on-body measurements taken in
each alignment in the three environments. The pdf makes it simple to compare the
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means and variance of two or more functions and it’s particularly good when the
distribution is symmetrical. The results shown in this section is processed from data
taken between 160 seconds and 180 seconds.
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Figure 5-46: pdf of left shoulder and right shoulder selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-47: pdf of left shoulder and right waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-48: pdf of left shoulder and left waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-49: pdf of right shoulder and right waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-50: pdf of right shoulder and left waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-51: pdf of left waist and left waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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5.23 Comparison of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) results in
the environments for each antenna alignment
The cdf of the power received between 160 seconds and 180 seconds in the three
environments will be compared for all six alignments off/on-body. In received power
measurement, the cdf is good for comparison of gain. The graphs below show the
results taken in all the environments.
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Figure 5-52: cdf of left shoulder and right shoulder selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-53: cdf of left shoulder and right waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-54: cdf of left shoulder and left waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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Figure 5-56: cdf of right shoulder and left waist selection combining on/off-body in all experimental environments
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5.24 Result Conclusion

In this experiment the monopole antennas were built to work on the body at 2.4GHz.
Antenna contact with human body was taken into emphasis when building the antenna.
However, when antennas are receiving signals in various environments multipath and
scattering affect the signal strength. This has an influence on the overall performance of
the system. With the design of the monopole antenna on a circular ground plane, the
effect from edges of antennas on rectangular ground plane is eliminated.
To reduce the effect of mutual coupling, it is recommended to space antennas by at least
0.6λ [72]. In this experiment the antenna location from each other is over the required
minimum in all six alignments. It can be concluded that the antennas operated
independently of each other in each alignment. Figure 5-19 shows the antenna spacing
on the body. The spacing between the antenna positions on the rig and body is presented
in the tables 5-7 and 5-8.
Distance between antennas
(cm)

Alignment

Distance between
antennas (λ)

Left shoulder to right
shoulder

52

4.16

Left waist to right waist

37

2.96

Right shoulder to left waist

59

4.72

Left shoulder to left waist

42

3.36

Left shoulder to right waist

59

4.72

Right shoulder to right
waist

42

3.36

Table 5-7: Spacing between antennas on the support rig
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Distance between antennas
(cm)

Alignment
Left shoulder to right shoulder

Distance between antennas
(λ)

50

4.00

34.5

2.76

Right shoulder to left waist

56

4.48

Left shoulder to left waist

41

3.28

Left shoulder to right waist

56

4.48

Right shoulder to right waist

41

3.28

Left waist to right waist

Table 5-8: Spacing between antennas on the body

In the off-body measurements, the single channel with the best result is for the antenna
connected to the left waist from the measurements on the corridor (MOC). The best
single channel result for the on-body measurement is also from the MOC on the left
waist (LW). The LS&LW alignment for the on/off-body had the maximum average
power for the selection combining. The worst case scenario according to average power
for the single channel measurement for the off-body measurement was taken from the
MIL on the right waist. For the on-body, the left shoulder position gives the least
average received power in the MIL. For the selection combining, the MIL had the least
average power for the on/off-body measurement. From the measurements taken in all
three environments, based on the average power selection combining is best on/offbody for MOC and is worst on/off-body for MIL. The performance of the system can be
concluded to be influenced by the environment regardless of the on/off-body system.

5.25 Conclusion
In this chapter, the antennas were built with the proximity to the human body being a
factor. In the building process the antenna was tested on and off the body. The antennas
were initially built to resonate at 2.4GHz in free space. When in close proximity with
the human body, the antennas were detuned. To prevent this detuning, the antennas
were simulated with the human body present. This process made the antenna shorter in
length. This proves that the performance of antenna is affected by the human body and
also when building antennas for communication in the body region, the human body is a
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factor to be considered. To combat the difficulty of antennas working better in a
particular orientation, the antenna was built with a circular ground plane. This ground
plane gives it the advantage of receiving equal power in any orientation unlike antennas
with rectangular ground plane whose edges affect the received power. The ground plane
helped make the antenna more robust to working in any environment.
The selection combining with multiple antennas on/off-body carried out in different
environment showed that the body affects the signal power received during transmission.
In this experiment, the only environment with the consistency in its results is the
corridor (i.e. measurements labelled MOC). In this environment, the results showed the
detuning effect of the body on the received power in the system. The other
environments (i.e. the laboratory and the office) showed a fluctuating result. The off
body was not significantly better than the on-body. Hence we can conclude the
environment had a huge factor on the received power. The power change in the MIL
and MIO was based on the position of the antenna on the body. This work shows that
the working condition and environment affects the performance of a communication
system. Also a particular alignment of multiple antennas cannot be indicated to be better
that the other because the environment is a factor that influences the signal strength. But
it also shows that a system with multiple receiving antennas is more efficient than one
with a single antenna.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
This work has investigated various user body interactions with antenna systems. This
has included mobile phone radiation coupling to the wires making up hands-free kits
and how this impacts on the Specific Absorption Rate inside the body; the influence of
the hand holding a mobile phone on its ability to transmit; and the behaviour of an onbody SIMO system.
An introduction to on-body system is given in chapter 1. In his chapter, a background of
on-body system was introduced. The method of investigation of the antenna system in
the thesis was stated.
In chapter 2, the process of measuring mobile phone SAR was discussed. The types of
measuring systems presently available were introduced, followed by the DASY4 used at
the School of Electronic, Electrical and Systems Engineering at Loughborough
University. The chapter also introduced the front of face phantom developed by the
School. The ingredients for making tissue simulating liquid are listed with the quantity
needed for manufacturing the tissue simulating liquid for the experiments carried out in
Chapter 3.
The effect of a hands free kit (HFK) of a smart phone on the SAR inside the head was
investigated in chapter 3. Previous work in this area had looked at the effects on SAR
in the head when the phone was mounted at the waist and the HFK extended from that
location to the ear. One article in particular by the consumer magazine Which? raised a
great deal of concern among the general public when it reported that the HFK can
increase the SAR in the head. This was in a climate where there was a great deal of
misunderstanding and distrust of the mobile phone industry over the radiation
absorption in the head. Since that controversial study, a number of academic studies
have shown that the SAR does not increase in the head. The research presented in this
thesis gains its novelty by considering smartphones (SP) that are held in front of the
face. With more advanced multimedia capabilities and larger screens, SPs are more
likely to be held in front of the face during a call compared to their 2G counterparts
from decades ago. When held in this new in front of face location, the routing and
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placement of the HFK relative to the SP is very different from those considered in
earlier studies. Furthermore, as the distance from the phone to the ear is shorter,
anecdotal evidence suggest that phone users sometimes keep the HFK tied up in a
squashed loop so as to reduce the length of the cable. This introduces the possibility of
a wire loop positioned close to the SP’s antenna and hence increasing the coupling to
the cable. As a result, if there are larger currents on the HFK wire, radiation into the
head may increase and thus resulting in a higher than expected SAR. Chapter 3 tested
this hypothesis through a series of experiments. They were carried out in the GSM
1800 band with the DASY4 system. As expected, the measured results showed that
when the phone was held in front of the face, and the cable was allowed to drop down
from the head to the waist and back up to ear, the SAR in the head was negligible.
However, when the SP was held in front of the face with the connecting HFK tied up
into a squashed loop and the other end fixed to the side of the phantom head, there was
a dramatic of 2000% in the side-of-head SAR compared to when the SP is used in front
of the face without the HFK. In absolute values, the measured 1g SAR with the HFK
was about half that observed when the SP was positioned at the side of the head in the
standard talk position. The study has therefore demonstrated a significant amount of
coupling and re-radiation is possible when the HFK is tied up in a squashed loop.
Inductance depends on the number of coils, configuration of coil and the material filling
the coils of an inductor. The distribution of energy in the HFK is similar to that of a coil.
Although 1g and 10g SAR limits were not exceeded, that cannot be assured for other
HFKs and mobile phones. Furthermore, when the SP is used at the side of the head in
the normal talk position, the head is in effect shielded from the mobile phone by the ear
and the skull. This is not the case when the HFK is used; the HFK speaker is pushed
into the ear canal when in use thus bypassing the ear and the skull and so might be more
problematic in terms of effective SAR. This effective SAR cannot be measured
accurately with the current DASY4 configuration and will need a new fixture to
encompass the earpiece with a very thin shell. From this we could surmise that the
measured SAR with the earpiece attached to the side of the head phantom is artificially
low. This could be part of possible future work.
Chapter 4 investigated the effect the hand has on the transmit power of a mobile phone.
It is known that the hand influences the antenna resonant frequency by increasing the
dielectric loading. Also, due to the lossy nature of tissue, the transmitted power can
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also be absorbed in the hand (causing heating). In all, this results in a reduction of the
received power at the base station and may cause dropped calls. Here, in a volunteer
based study participants were asked to hold a test mobile phone in a specific manner
while its transmitted power was measured at a fixed location. Influence of the hand size,
had grip location, left and right hand; and finger jewellery was investigated. The
location of the index finger above the antenna had the largest influence on the received
power. It was found that metallic rings on the fingers have very little effect on the
received power. There was no observable difference in the results for left and right
hand use. However, if the antenna is located more towards one side of the phone, one
can expect to see a larger difference. The measurements also seem to confirm the
suitability of the CTIA phantom for over the air measurements. However, it would be
beneficial to use several different hand phantoms with varying grip styles when
conducting such measurements. The work presented in this chapter is from 33
participants. The maximum margin of error was ±0.81 from measurement with the left
finger in position 1 when wearing a ring. The test accuracy can be increased with more
participants in the experiment. This will give a wider range of result with different hand
sizes. With the finger in the antenna region, it was observed that the finger had an effect
on the received power. Since antenna positioning in mobile phones are not standardized.
It can be concluded that if the antenna is placed in another region of the phone covered
by the hand, the received power by the mobile phone will be affected. Also with
metallic accessories worn on the fingers, in a case where the metallic accessory is in the
antenna region this is bound to affect the operating frequency of the antenna hence
affecting the received power in the mobile phone. Chapter 5 investigated the behaviour
of an on-body SIMO antenna system. Two receiver antennas were positioned on
different parts of the body and a transmit antenna located off-body. Monopole antennas
were built as the receivers to work on the body. From the testing of the antennas, it was
observed that even with a large ground plane, the body has a significant impact on the
antenna performance. From initial simulation designs, the monopole antennas were
tuned to perform better on the body. In this work, the multiple antennas were used onbody in six different orientations. Selection combining was the diversity scheme used to
improve the signal to noise ratio in this system. On-body and off-body measurements
were taken in these six orientations in three different environments. From the results, it
was concluded the environment where the system functions plays a huge factor on the
received power. An environment with more scattering and multipath will produce a
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system with more selection combining operation. The use of selection combining
on/off-body is a technique for isolating the human effect on an antenna system. This
result has given rise to the implementation of a factor the propagation channel when
measuring systems including a body.

6.2 Future work

From the work done on HFK and a Smart phone, the test can be extended to more Smart
phones and their corresponding HFKs. With the recent acquisition of the iSAR kit, SAR
measurement is faster and multiple phones and scenarios can be tested. The work can be
extended from GSM 1800 to other frequency bands.
The study of the effect of the hand on the phone transmit power can be extended to
other types of phones. Mobile phones and smart phones with antennas in different
positions in the phone can be used for the experiment.
The work with multiple antennas using the selection combining diversity scheme can be
extended to other diversity schemes. In the future, the antenna should be designed to be
more compact and less conspicuous. They can also be placed normal and parallel to the
surface of the body.

There are ongoing projects with wearable antennas in the

Loughborough University Communications Division. This can be used for testing onbody antennas.
The system can be changed from a 1-by-2 SIMO to a MIMO system in the future. This
will help understand how far the on-body can be pushed before coupling and the body
starts affecting the system.
A conference paper for LAPC 2014 will be written from the results of the multiple
antenna system off-body and on-body study. This work in chapter 5 will also be used to
write a journal paper for the IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation.
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Appendix I
Connector Specification

100 mm

3

1

2

Figure I-1: U.FL-SMT PCB receptacle connector

ITEM NO.
1
2
3

PART NUMBER
C485G
U.FL
010_113

DESCRIPTION
SMA female Bulkhead Gold
U.FL connector
Coax. cable

QTY.
1
1
1

Table I-1: Description of the Connector part of the monopole antenna
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RG316 cables Specifications

Details & Specifications
Description

SMA Plug to SMA Plug, 3 metres, RG316

Fixing Method

Crimp

Jacket

FEP (2.5mm)

Dielectric

PTFE

Bending Radius (static)

13mm

Bending Radius (flexing)

30mm

Weight

58 gms

Impedance

50 ohms

Max. Frequency

3 GHz

Temperature Range

-55 to +200 degrees C

Working Voltage

1200 Volts RMS

Table I-2: Specification for the cables for connecting antenna to SDA
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Procedure of making call from Base Station Simulator (BSS):
1. Connect the supplied power cord to the AGILENT 8922M/S TEST SET and
power up the instrument or select Preset Button.
2. Use the key “SHIFT” and “CELL CONFIGURE” and set the following fields.
3. SET “PAGING IMSI” — 8010123456043.
4. SET “IMSI ATTACH AND DETACH” – ON.
5. Press “CELL CNTL”
6. SET “OPERATING MODE”
7. SELECT “CONFIG” Under “TO SCREEN”.
8. SET “RF LEVEL OFFSET dB” = ON
9. SET “RF IN/OUT” = -40
10. Press “CELL CONTROL”
11. SET “AMPLITUDE” = -70dBm
12. SET MOBILE PHONE “TX LEVEL” = 5 @ GSM 900; 1@ GSM 1800
13. Insert the TEST SIM CARD in the Mobile phone.
14. Power ON the mobile phone.
15. After a few moments it should register with the test-set and ‘camp’ on the 8922s
Network. (Most mobile phones display 001-01 when the mobile phone has
camped.
Once these parameters given above are changed, we can make call from BSS as follows:
1. Press ORIGINATE CALL
2. Accept the call from the test set.
3. The connection status field changes from ATTACHED to SET-UP REQEST
and then to CONNECTED when the call is established.
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Code for processing and plotting selection combining on/off-body in all six alignments
% Performance of Selection Combining
clear all
off = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\SC MIL\waisttowaist_onbody.txt');
% loads code data for the off body
% on = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIL\Selection combining
average\shouldertoshoulder_offbody.txt'); % loads data for the on-body
plot(off(8000:9000,1),off(8000:9000,2),'--k') % plots the off body data for antenna 1
hold on
plot(off(8000:9000,1),off(8000:9000,3),'--r') % plots the off body data for antenna 2
hold on
plot(off(8000:9000,1),off(8000:9000,4)) % plots the selection combined data of both antenna
title('Left Waist and Right Waist On-body Selection Combining','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times
New Roman')
ylabel('Power (dBm)','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New Roman')
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New Roman')
hleg1 = legend('channel 1','channel 2','selection combining');

Code to compare the on-body and off-body selection combining and plot the graph
% this is to compare the SC for the onand off-body for each aligment in all the locations
clear all
off = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\SC
MIL\leftshouldertoleftwaist_offbody.txt'); % loads the selection combining data for off body
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on = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\SC
MIL\leftshouldertoleftwaist_onbody.txt'); % loads the selection combining data for on body
plot(off(8000:9000,1),off(8000:9000,4),'--k') % plots a section of the off body selection
combining
hold on
plot(on(8000:9000,1),on(8000:9000,4),'--r') % plots a section of the on body selection combining
title('Left Shoulder and Left Waist Selection Combining','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New
Roman')
ylabel('Power (dBm)','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New Roman')
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New Roman')
hleg1 = legend('selection combining off-body','selection combining on-body');

Code to compare the probability density function of the on/off-body and their selection combining
clear all
a = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIL
pdf\rightshouldertorightwaist_offbody.txt'); % load data
b = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MOC
pdf\rightshouldertorightwaist_offbody.txt'); % load data
c = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIO
pdf\rightshouldertorightwaist_offbody.txt'); % load data
aa = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIL
pdf\rightshouldertorightwaist_onbody.txt'); % load data
bb = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MOC
pdf\rightshouldertorightwaist_onbody.txt'); % load data
cc = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIO
pdf\rightshouldertorightwaist_onbody.txt'); % load data
e = pdf('Normal',a(:,3),mean(a(:,3)), std(a(:,3))); % perform pdf on loaded data
f = pdf('Normal',b(:,3),mean(b(:,3)), std(b(:,3))); % perform pdf on loaded data
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g = pdf('Normal',c(:,3),mean(c(:,3)), std(c(:,3))); % perform pdf on loaded data
plot(a(:,3),e,'-.r'); % plot pdf
hold all
plot(b(:,3),f,':r'); % plot pdf
hold all
plot(c(:,3),g,'r') % plot pdf
p = pdf('Normal',aa(:,3),mean(aa(:,3)), std(aa(:,3))); % perform pdf on loaded data
q = pdf('Normal',bb(:,3),mean(bb(:,3)), std(bb(:,3))); % perform pdf on loaded data
r = pdf('Normal',cc(:,3),mean(cc(:,3)), std(cc(:,3))); % perform pdf on loaded data
plot(aa(:,3),p,'-.k'); % plot pdf
hold all
plot(bb(:,3),q,':k'); % plot pdf
hold all
plot(cc(:,3),r,'k') % plot pdf
title('Right Shoulder and Right Waist Selection Combining','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New
Roman')
ylabel('Normal pdf')
xlabel('Power (dBm)')
hleg1 = legend('LW and RW SC MIL off-body','LW and RW SC MOC off-body',...
'LW and RW SC MIO off-body','LW and RW SC MIL on-body',...
'LW and RW SC MOC on-body','LW and RW SC MIO on-body');

Code to compare the cumulative distribution function of the on/off-body and their selection combining
clear all
a = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIL
pdf\leftwaisttorightwaist_offbody.txt'); % load data
b = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MOC
pdf\leftwaisttorightwaist_offbody.txt'); % load data
c = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIO
pdf\leftwaisttorightwaist_offbody.txt'); % load data
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aa = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIL
pdf\leftwaisttorightwaist_onbody.txt'); % load data
bb = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MOC
pdf\leftwaisttorightwaist_onbody.txt'); % load data
cc = load('\\hs1.lboro.ac.uk\eloao\selection combining\MIO
pdf\leftwaisttorightwaist_onbody.txt'); % load data
e = cdf('Normal',a(:,3),mean(a(:,3)), std(a(:,3))); % perform cdf on loaded data
f = cdf('Normal',b(:,3),mean(b(:,3)), std(b(:,3))); % perform cdf on loaded data
g = cdf('Normal',c(:,3),mean(c(:,3)), std(c(:,3))); % perform cdf on loaded data
plot(a(:,3),e,'-.r'); % plot cdf
hold all
plot(b(:,3),f,':r'); % plot cdf
hold all
plot(c(:,3),g,'r') % plot cdf
p = cdf('Normal',aa(:,3),mean(aa(:,3)), std(aa(:,3))); % perform cdf on loaded data
q = cdf('Normal',bb(:,3),mean(bb(:,3)), std(bb(:,3))); % perform cdf on loaded data
r = cdf('Normal',cc(:,3),mean(cc(:,3)), std(cc(:,3))); % perform cdf on loaded data
plot(aa(:,3),p,'-.k'); % plot cdf
hold all
plot(bb(:,3),q,':k'); % plot cdf
hold all
plot(cc(:,3),r,'k') % plot cdf
title('Left Waist and Right Waist Selection Combining','FontSize',30,'FontName','Times New
Roman')
ylabel('Probability')
xlabel('Power (dBm)')
hleg1 = legend('LW and RW SC MIL off-body','LW and RW SC MOC off-body',...
'LW and RW SC MIO off-body','LW and RW SC MIL on-body',...
'LW and RW SC MOC on-body','LW and RW SC MIO on-body');
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Normal Distribution
This is also known as normal or Gaussian probability density function (pdf). It is a
smooth version of a histogram. Normal distribution is symmetrical around the mean and
is similar to a bell-shaped curve. The mean, mode and median of the distribution are
equal. Normal distribution is denser at the centre and less dense at the tail end. It is
defined by the mean and standard deviation of the data. The probability density function
is written as:
𝑓(𝑥) =

1

𝜎√2𝜋

exp �−

(𝑥 − 𝜇)2
� , −∞ < 𝑥 < ∞
2𝜎 2

IV.1

Where 𝜎 is the standard deviation and 𝜇 is the mean.

The probability has a maximum value when the mean is equal to one of the random data.

𝑓(𝑥 = 𝜇) =

1

IV.2

𝜎√2𝜋

Cumulative distribution function (cdf) provides the probability that the distributed
variable will assume any value up to a certain point. cdf is equal to the sum of the
probabilities calculated by probability density function at all points. The cdf values are
shown on the y-axis and it range from 0 to 1 which corresponds to 0% to 100%. cdf is
given as
𝑥

(𝑥 − 𝜇)2
𝐹(𝑥) =
� exp �−
� 𝑑𝑑
2𝜎 2
𝜎√2𝜋 −∞
1

IV.3
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The MIMO system can be generalized mathematically. In a single channel system
which can be referred to as a single input single output (SISO) system, the received
signal can be written as
V.1

𝒓 = 𝒉𝒉 + 𝒏

Where 𝒓 is the received signal, 𝒉 is the channel, 𝒔 is the transmitted signal and 𝒏 is the
noise. In a MIMO system, there are transmitters, multiple channels, signals and

receivers. This can be defined in matrix form. The diagram below is a schematic of the
mathematical representative.

H

TRANSMITTER
.
.
.

.
.
.

RECEIVER
.
.
.

Figure V-1: MIMO system with multiple antennas at the receiver and transmitter

The channel between the transmit antenna and receive antennas can be denoted by the
matrix 𝑯.

ℎ11
ℎ
𝑯 = � 21
⋮
ℎ𝑀1

ℎ12
ℎ22
⋮
ℎ𝑀2

… ℎ1𝑁
… ℎ2𝑁
�
⋱
⋮
… ℎ𝑀𝑀

V.2

𝑀 denotes the number of antennas on the transmitter and 𝑁 denotes the number of

antennas on the receiver.
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The noise in the system is mostly assumed as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
It is written in matrix form as
𝑛1
𝑛2
𝑵=� ⋮ �
𝑛𝑀

V.3

The signal sent is shown as
𝑠1
𝑠2
𝑺=� ⋮ �
𝑠𝑀

V.4

The signals at the receiving end of the channel in the MIMO system are
𝑹 = 𝑯𝑯 + 𝑵

V.5

The channel between the transmit antenna and receive antenna can be denoted by
ℎ1 , ℎ2 , … , ℎ𝑀

V.6

This can be further broken down to

𝑟1 = ℎ1 𝑠1 + 𝑛1

𝑟2 = ℎ2 𝑠2 + 𝑛2
⋮

V.7

𝑟𝑀 = ℎ𝑀 𝑠𝑀 + 𝑛𝑀
Where 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … , 𝑟𝑀 represent the received signal and 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , … , 𝑛𝑀 represent the noise

and interference. 𝑠1,2,…,𝑀 can be the same signal sent over multiple channel but coded

orthogonally. It can also be a signal broken down into smaller packets and sent in
parallel to the receiver.
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